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I

THE BIRTH OF A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Health Occupations Education (HOE) is the newest of the Nation's

vocational education service areas. The goal of HOE is to provide

students with preparation in the skills, knowledge, and attitudes neces-

sary for successful employment in the health care services.

Program objectives of HOE differ according to the category of

training and the level of proficiency attained. HOE programs are

offered in a variety of settings. These include comprehensive high

schools and area career centers at the secondary level, post-secondary

community colleges and vocational institutes, public and private col-

leges and universities, proprietary schools, government and private

agencies, community services, hospitals and clinics.

Approximately 250 health caze service jobs have been identified in

the Dictionary of Occupational Atles. The U.S. Office of Education

classifies these health care service jobs into nine divisions (see

Appendix D for a detailed listing of program classifications):

07.01 Dental
07.02 Medical Laboratory Technology
07.03 Nursing
07.04 Rehabilitation
07.05 Radiologic
07.06 Ophthalamic
07.07 Environmental Health
07.08 Mental Health Technology
07.09 Miscellaneous Health Occupations Education

The impact of medicare and medicaid legislation, new health care

technologies, the wide spread utilization of private medical insurance,

and the increased accessibility to medical care facilities has empha-

sized the need for more health care workers.
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The United States Department of Labor projects that the strong

demand for workers in health care ',all continue through the lf,BO's.

Educational programs designed to prepare health care workers have grown

dramatically in the past decade.

Vocational programs in health occupations came into existence in

1917 with the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act. While this legislation

recognized only agriculture, home economics, and trade and industrial

education as vocational service areas, a limited number of practical

nursing programs were started under the broadly defined "trade and

industrial" provisions of the Act. HOE was specifically mentioned in

the George-Barden Act of 1946 which made funds available for teaching

practical nursing.

A decade later, HOE was identified as part of vocational education

when the Health Amendments Act was passed. The Vocational Education Act

of 1963 further supported HOE. In 1969, the American Vocational Associ-

ation (AVA) recognized HOE as a separate vocational area and gave it

status as a division of the organization.

Today, health occupations education is officially recognized by the

federal government as an autonomous vocational service area. There are

educational specialists in the United States Department of Education for

HOE; students in HOE have their own vocational youth organization,

Health Cccupations Students of America (HOSA); and the National Center

for Educational Statistics has given HOE its own instructional program

codes.

While HOE has become recognized as a separate vocational service

area, provisions for the preparation of HOE teachers have not developed

as independently. Historically, HOE evolved from the administration and

t
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supervision of another vocational service area; consequently other voca-

tional service areas have prepared HOE teachers. However, preparation

of HOE teachers, both pre-service and inservice, has begun to emerge

under its own iirection in many states.

The pioneering efforts in creating quality HOE teacher preparation

programs must be applauded. The need to share these effor:s and to pro-

mote more quality HOE teacher preparation programs is crucial to the

preparation of good teachers and to the ultimate training of health care

workers.

This document shares the research efforts in Louisiana to develop

a model teacher preparation program in HOE. The results of this re-

search reflect the combined efforts of some of the most outstanding HOE

teacher educators and programs in the United States.

Professional Education Needs of HOE Teachers
in Louisiana

In 1980, the School of Vocational Education at Louisiana State

University received a grant from the Louisiana Department of Education

to conduct research in the area of health occupaticas education. The

title of the research funded was Professional Education Needs of Health

Occupations Educators in Louisiana.

The study had three major objectives:

(1) develop a professional education profile and identify the
educational needs of HOE teachers in Louisiana;

(2) identify the professional education competencies which should
be possessed by HOE teachers and determine their present
level of competency; and,

(3) develop a model HOE teacher education program.
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The remainder of this iccument will describe the procedures used to

accomplish these objectives and the results. The procedures, findings,

conclusions, and model developed may serve as a guide for other voca-

tional areas and/or universities.

The Quest to Develop a Current Profile of HOE Teachers
in Louisiana

In March of 1981, an instrument designed to gather demographic data

about HOE teachers was mailed to all secondary and post-secondary HOE

teachers in Louisiana. (See Appendix B.) The list of names was secured

from the coordinator of HOE in the Louisiana Department of Education. A

total of 214 HOE teachers were st.rveyed. Responses were received from

185 teachers, thus giving a response rate of 86 percent. The Louisiana

HOE teachers can be described as follows:

Education. Half of the teachers possessed a baccalaureate degree as the

highest earned. Five percent of the teachers had associate degrees,

four percent possessed a master's degree, and four percent had earned

the educational specialist certificate. About 40 percent of the

teachers had three year diplomas. Most of the three year diplomas were

in the area of nursing. At the time the research was conducted none

held doctorates, but since, one has earned the Ph.D. degree. These

statistics are displayed in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, the field of study for 80 percent of the

teachers with the baccalaureate degree was nursing. Nine percent of the

degrees were in biology and eight percent were in education.

9
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Figure 1. Educational Background of HOE Teachers

Figure 2. Baccalaureate Field of Study for HOE Teachers
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Personal Characteristics Teachers ranged from 24 to 68 years of age.

The average age was 40. The research revealed 97 percent of the popula-

tion of HOE teachers were female. Selected characteristics of the

teachers are listed in Table 1. Teachers had an average of 7.5

years of teaching experience ranging from one to 38 years. Half of the

teachers had taught less than 5 years. The mean number of years exper-

ience in the health industry was 11. The range was from one to 40.

Table 1

Characteristics of HOE Teachers

Characteristic Mean Range Standard
Deviation

Age 40.2 24-68 11.2

Teaching Experience 7.6 1-38 6.7

Health Work Experience 11.0 1-40 8.1

1

The majority of the teachers were teaching at the post-secondary

level. Seventy-four percent of the teachers indicated they were em-

ployed at the post-secondary level while the remaining 26 percent were

employed at the secondary level. (See Figure 3.)

As seen in Figure 4, most of the programs in HOE were concerned

with nursing. Some type of nursing preparation, primarily licensed

practical nurse, was being taught by 77 percent of the teachers. Five

percent of the programs concentrated on dental careers, four percent on

medical laboratory jobs, and the remaining fourteen percent were

distributed across nine different health areas.

1
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Figure 3. Percentages of HGE teachers in Post-secondary and Secondary
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Figure 4. Distribution of HOE Teachers According to Program Emphasis
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Determining the Educational Needs of HOE Teachers
in Louisiana

The instrument used to gather demographic data about the HOE

teachers also contained items designed to determine their perceived

educational needs. Eighty-eight percent of the teachers had not com-

pleted any teacher education courses prior to teaching (see Figure 5).

.When asked, "Do you think that a vocational health occupations teacher

education program should be instituted in Louisiana?", 92 percent of the

EOL achers _mid, "Yes."

The educational asp!razions of the teachers were determined.

Eighteen percent of the teachers indicated they had no interest in any

further education. The rcaaining 82 percent said they would be inter-

ested in degree programs 'which contained HOE teacher education courses.

Thirty-two perceTz of the teachers were interested in pursuing a

baccaLlureate degree. Forty-three percent of the teacher:. expressed a

desire to nursue a master's degree. Four percent of the teachers were

interested in the educational specialist certificate while three percent

of the HOE teachers desired to pursue the doctorate. This information

is displayer. in Figure 5.

According to the research findings, the HOE teachers in Louisiana

desire a teacher education program designed specifically for them. E.S.

and M.S. decree options would need to be included to serve the large

number of teachers desiring these higher levels of education.

13
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Figure 5. HOE Teachers with Teacher Training Prior to Teaching
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Figure 6. Educational Aspirations of HOE Teachers
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II

PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
TEACHERS IN LOUISIANA

The second major objective of the research was to identify which

professional education competencies should be possessed by HOE teachers.

In addition, the HOE teachers were asked to assess their level of accom-

plishment for each competency. This phase of the research was conducted

by Connie Casente, nursing instructor at Young Memorial Vocation:a-

Technical School, as part of her doctoral dissertation.

Competencies Needed

An instrument which listed 155 competencies was developed after a

review of the literature related to professional education competencies

needed by vocational educators, specifically health occupations educa-

tors. The instrument was submitted to a panel of experts to verify its

content validity. This instrument can be found in Appendix B . The

teachers surveyed were asked to rate each competency on a six-point

scale as follows:

6 = Very high importance
5 = High importance
4 = High medium importance
3 = Low medium importance
2 = Low importance
1 = Very low importance

N/A = Not applicable

The population for the research was comprised of 214 HOE teachers

employed in Louisiana during the spring of 1981. The instruments were

distributed at the Health Occupations Education Teacher Inservice Work-

shop for post-secondary instructors in March of 1981 and at a HOSA work-

10
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shop three weeks later. Time was provided on the programs for collec-

tion of the data. Teachers who did not attend either conference

received instr=re=ts in the mail. Follow-up letters, phone calls, and

personal visits were utilized to collect missing data. A total of 196

instruments were completed and returned. Time data were then summarized

electronically and the competencies were listed in order of most

importance to least importance. The first column of Table 2 contains

the ranked list of competencies (see page 13).

The competencies which were rated the most important by HOE

teachers were those concerned with the clinical setting. The highest

rated competency with a mean of 5.86 was "Supervise student practice in

a clinical environment." This was followed closely by the competency,

"Orient students to their professional responsibilities in the clinical

setting," with a mean score of 5.85.

The competency with the lowest mean, 3.61, was "Present information

by having students read the chapter and answer questions in the book."

It should be noted that the items at the bottom of tht table in rank

order were still rated of medium importance or higher. It appears that

all items on the instrument are considered important by the HOE teachers.

Perceived level of Competence

A parallel version of the previous instrument WS developed to

determine how competent the HOE teachers perceived themselves to be (see

Appendix B). All 155 competencies were listed on the instrument. This

instrument was mailee. to the teachers in August of 1981. The teachers

were asked to rate how competent they perceived themselves to be on

each competency using the following scale:
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6 = High level of competency
5 -= Above average level of competency
4 = Average level of competency
3 = Below average level of competency
2 = Minimal level of competency
1 = No level of competency
0 = Not applicable to my program

Responses were received from 93 teachers. Caution should be uti-

lized in interpreting the data because of the low response rate. The

primary reasons for the low response rate was that the personnel in-

volved in this aspect of the research were assigned other duties and

there was a time lag before new personnel completed the research.

The competencies th. teachers rated as being performed with the

highest level of competence was "Identify new equipment and materials

needed in health occupations course for the academic year." This was

followed by "Give a lecture." The teachers' assessments of their per-

ceived level of competence for all 155 competencies are presented in the

second column of Table 2

Interestingly, the items on which the teachers rated themselves the

most competent were not the items they had earlier rated as being the

most important. On the clinical items which had been rated the most

important, the teachers rated themselves below average in competence.

Moreover, the HOE teachers rated themselves below average on 73 of the

155 competencies.

An implication of these data is that HOE teachers need additional

specific preparation to develop competencies in the areas which they

have rated as being of greatest importance. The reader of this document

is encouraged to carefully study Table 2. The importance of each compe-

tency and the perceived accomplishment of that competency are displayed

side by side.

17
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TABLE 2

Health Occupations Education Competencies

Competency Statement
Supervise student practice in a

clinical environment.

Orient students to their pro-
fessional responsibilities in
the clinical setting.

Give appropriate feedback for
student performance in a
clinical environment.

Correct a student for a violation
of standards of behavior or
appearance in the clinical
environment.

Prepare and conduct clinical
evaluation conferences.

Interpret to students acceptable
standards of behavior and
appearance in the clinical
environment.

Direct students in the practice of
mainipulative skills.

Encourage students to exercise
self-discipline

Demonstrate exemplary professional
and personal conduct.

Perceived
Importancea

Mean Rank

Teacher's Individual
Assessment of
Competenceb
Mean Rank

5.86 1 2.83 90

5.85 2 2.91 85

5.82 3 2.84 88

5.82 4 2.95 83

5.81 5 4.70 13

5.80 6 2.94 84

5.79 7 4.47 27

5.77 8 2.95 82

5.76 9 3.14 77

aRating
Scale:

b

Importance
High Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 NIA

Rating Scale:
6-High level of competency
5-Above average level of competency
4-Average level of competency
3-Below average level of competency
2-Minimal level of competency
1-No level of competency
0-Not applicable to my program
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Co etenc Statement
Ex:hange ideas with other teachers.

Acquire new occupational skills
needed to keep pace with
technological advancement in
health occupations.

Direct students in charting
techniques. (record keeping)

Demonstrate a manipulative skill
(procedure).

Evaluate a student's readiness to
enter the clinical environment.

Assist teachers who are new in the
system.

Identify learning outcomes best
achieved in the clinical
setting.

Select methods of evaluating
students' performance
throughout a unit.

Maintain an active and continuing
interest in professional field
through reading,. attendance at
meetings and publication
activities.

Direct student activities on job
related projects, laboratory
projects and activities.

Sequence performance goals (terrain
objectives) for a course.

Present information with displays,
models and real objects.

Assess quality of on-the-job
training.

Formulate with students acceptable
standards of behavior.

Use audio visual materials.

Determine objectives for a unit.

Select materials and equipment for
a lesson demonstration.

Perceived
Importance

Mean Rank
5.-6 10

5.75 11

5.73 12

5.72 13

5.70 14

5.68 15

5.64 16

5.62 :7

5.59 18

5.58 19

5.57 20

5.57 21

5.56 22

5.56 23

5.55 24

5.55 25

5.53 26

Teacher's individual
Assessment of
Competence
Mean Rank
3.04 81

2.83 89

4.47 28

5.03 3

2.76 97

2.68 106

2.60 113

4.39 34

2.86 87

4.45 31

4.10" 48

4.19 44

4.87 7

2.82 91

4.34 37

4.63 16

4.61 17
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Competency Statement
Correlate instruction with on-the-

job training.

Make valid recommendations regarding
needed revision and improvement
of health care procedures and
equipment.

Prepare teachinct

Supervise on-the-job training.

Prepare a lesson plan. (Integrate
objectives, learning experi-
ences, evaluation, teaching
techniques, and learning
resources.)

Arrange for essential safety apparel
and devices.

Give an illustrated talk.

Coordinate actions of student-
learners with other members of
a health care team.

Identify the specific objectives
for a lesson.

Plan for the use of patients in
training demonstrations or
practice .sessions.

Counsel students with problems
adjusting to illness or death.

Assess the reliability of instruc-
tional tests.

Select job tasks, conditions, and
standards for which instruc-
tional plans are to be
designed.

Select methods of evaluating
students' attainment lesson
objectives.

Assess the validity of instructional
tests.

Place students in appropriate on-
the-job training stations.

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
Mean Rank Mean Rank

5.53 27 2.63 109

5.53 28 2.72 101

5.52 1 4.47 26

5.52 30 2.69 103

5.52 31 4.08 50

5.51 32 2.55 117

5.49 33 4.73 10

5.49 34 2.78 96

5.48 35 4.46 30

5.48 36 2.75 98

5.47 37 2.69 105

5.46 38 4.60 19

5.45 39 4.58 22

5.44 40 4.31 40

5.43 41 4.65 15

5.42 42 2.39 125
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
Comi.etencF Statement Mean Rank Mean Rank

Analyze statute3 regulating health
occupations to determine
training needs. 5.41 43 2.65 108

Arrange layout of laboratory to
simulate clinical environment 5.40 44 2.58 114

Conduct a counseling session with
a student. 5.39 45 2.80 93

Obtain textbooks, references and
other printed instructional
material. 5.39 46 4.91 5

Assist students in developing good
study habits. 5.39 47 2.72 100

Maintain records of individuals
placed in on-the-job training 5.39 48 2.37 128

Identify the unit topics for a
course. 5.36 49 4.60 18

Update professional personnel file
regularly. 5.36 50 2.73 99

Formulate a system of grading"
consistent with school policy. 5.35 51 4.92 4

Identify the competencies needed
for entry into an occupation. 5.35 52 4.14 47

Select teaching techniques for a
lesson. 5.35 53 4.59 20

Give a lecture. 5.34 54 5.16 2

Use cumulative data on students'
ability and achievement in
evaluating performance. 5.33 55 4.51 25

Complete reports required by state
department of education.
(State Board of Nurse Exami-
ners or the like.) 5.33 56 2.37 127

Present information to students on
employment opportunities. 5.31 57 2.80 92

Identify lesson topics for a unit. 5.31 58 4.14 46

Assist seniors/graduates in pre-
paring for interview with
potential employers. 5.30 59 2.70 102
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Competency Statement
Identify new equipment and material

needed in a health occupations
course for the academic year.

Work with other teachers and,coums
lors to help students with
individual problems.

Perceived
Importance

Mean Rank

Introduce a lesson or unit.

Maintain a record of safety instruc
tions presented in compliance
with safety laws and regula-
tions.

Schedule laboratory equipment for
maximum utilization.

Recommend reference books and
periodicals that should be
added to the library.

Inform the school and community
about the health occupations
program.

Use analogies to present informa-
tion.

Maintain working relationships with
the school supporting staff.

Assess the adequacy and relevancy
of the health occupations pro-
gram facilities and equipment.

Summarize a lesson or unit.

Give an assignment.

Establish policies for student
learners and on-the-job
education.

Establish criteria for selection of
student-learners for on-the-
job education.

Evaluate textbooks for content
validity, reading level, and
sex /cultural bias.

Prepare information sheets (handouts
and assignment sheets.

5.29 60

5.29 61

5.27 62

5.27 63

5.27 64

5.27 65

5.26 66

5.26 67

5.25 68

5.25 69

5.25 70

5.24 71

5.20 72

5.20 73

5.20 74

5.18 75

22

Teacher's Individual
Assessment of
Competence
Mean Rank

5.40 1

2.69 104

3.44 67

2.50 119

2.55 115

4.41 32

2.40 124

4.82 8

2.78 95

3.99 54

3.39 70

4.91 6

2.31 130

2.30 132

4.58 21

4.77 9
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
Competency Statement Mean Rank Mean Rank

Assess the relevancy of the course
offerings in the health
occupations program. 5.17 76 3.23 75

Obtain information from employers
or job supervisors regarding
the quality of health occupa-
tions instruction. 5.16 77 4.70 12

Select and modify prefabricated or
commercial aids for a lesson.
(charts, transparencies,
motion picture, video tape,
slides, audio tapes) 5.15 78 4.56 24

Structure a filing system for
records, report forms, student
files and instructional
materials. 5.15 79 2.37 126

Provide remedial practice sessions. 5.14 80 4.17 45

Employ oral questioning techniques. 5.11 81 3.38 71

Assign grades. 5.11 82 4.57 23

Present information with assistance
of a resourse person. 5.10 83 4.39 33

Describe organizational flow chart
of the clinical facility. 5.09 84 2.63 110

Provide for student participation
in the evaluation of instruc-
tion. 5.08 85 4.32 39

Inventory teaching materials,
supplies and equipment. 5.05 86 2.55 116

Develop long-range plans for the
health occupations program. 5.04 87 3.97 56

Maintain anecdotal records on
students. 5.04 88 2.51 118

Provide for articulation between
health occupations programs. 5.03 89 3.85 60

Write letters of recommendation for
students/graduates. 5.03 90 2.66 107

Present information through team
teaching. 5.01 91 4.69 14
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
Competency Statement Mean Rank Mean Rank

Construct subject matter diagnostic
tests. 5.00 92 4.46 29

Prepare budget for equipment,
supplies and travel. 4.98 93 2.78 94

Eliminate student deficiencies in
attainment of a training
objective. 4.93 94 4.39 36

Confer with student and parents. 4.93 95 2.24 134

Assist students/graduates in
securing and in filling out
applications for jobs, scho-
larships, educational loans,
or college admissions. 4.87 96 2.62 111

Obtain follow-up data from employers
of graduates. 4.84 97 3.64 64

Assess effectiveness of instruction
through use of student's
records. 4.84 98 4.71 11

Prepare a long-range budget which
identifies the financial needs
of the health occupational
program. 4.77 99 3.11 79

Interpret national standardized
tests, occupational tests,
and inventories to students. 4.76 100 2.14 135

Prepare news releases on activities
of your program. 4.76 101 1.97 142

Work effectively with the advisory
committee. 4.76 102 3.93 57

Maintain continual follow-up infor-
mation on placemen-, employ-
ment, and training status of
each graduate. 4.75 103 3.13 78

Present information by the use of
individualized instruction. 4.73 104 4.33 38

Speak to school and rommunity groups
on health occupations programs 4.73 105 2.04 140

Conduct an open house to familiar-
ize members of the school and
community with activities of
health occupations programs. 4.72 106 2.10 138
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 20

Competency Statement
Participate in the development of

policies regarding school-
community relations.

Develop health occupations courses
by clustering and sequencing
related tasks.

Determine group and individual
learning experiences for a
lesson based on individual
differences of students.

Determine reasons students drop out
of health occupations programs.

Participate in experimental and
other data collecting reserach
activities.

Serve in professional non-vocational

organizations to improve the
image of the health occupations
program.

Serve professional organizations as
an officer and/or chairman or
member of a committee.

Steve in community organizations to
improve the image of the health
occupations program.

Direct students in gathering infor-
mation from sources in the
community, and on field trips.

Analyze collected occupational data
to determine priorities among
training needs.

Evaluate instruction through self-
rating devices and instruc-
tional media, such as video or
audio recording.

Organize an advisory committee.

Analyze students' cumulativ
records.

Serve as the liaison for the advi-
sory committee and the school
administration.

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
can Rank Mean Rank

4.72 107 2.03 141

4.72 108 3.65 63

4.71 109 4.28 41

4.69 110 3.71 62

4.64 111 2.47 120

4.63 112 2.26 133

4.60 113 2.43 123

4.58 114 2.31 131

4.58 115 3.57 66

4.57 116 4.05 51

4.54 117 4.23 43

4.53 118 4.02 52

4.53 119 2.43 122

4.49 120 3.84 61
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance Assessment of

Competence
Competency Statement Mean Rank Mean Rank

Assess the cultural bias of tests
used for program placement. 4.47 121 2.08 139

Present information using group
supervised study. 4.45 122 3.31 73

Establish the criteria for selec-
tion of advisory committee
members. 4.44 123 4.01 53

Assist students with their problems
by working with agencies such
as the health and welfare
services. 4.42 124 2.36 129

Establish a policy for use of
health occupations facilities
by outside groups and other
school personnel. 4.42 125 2.11 137

Develop original instructional
materials. (Individualized
learning packages, learning
modules, or lesson kits.) 4.42 126 4.08 49

Conduct a group counseling session. 4.42 127 2.13 136

Present information using the case
study method. 4.40 128 3.41 68

Maintain liaison with union
officials and employers. 4.37 129 1.50 148

Identify the role and function of
the advisory committee. 4.37 130 3.92 58

Lead communication techniques.
(buzz groups, brainstorming,
skits, debates, etc.) 4.35 131 3.40 69

Plan the annual program of work to
be considered by the advisory
committee. 4.32 132 3.98 55

Develop procedures for working with
the disadvantaged and with
minority groups. 4.26 133 3.23 76

Present activities of your health
occupations program on radio
or television. 4.26 134 1.73 145

Present information using a simu-
lation or learning game. 4.20 135 4.39 35
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TABLE 2 (Continued'

Perceived
importance

Com etenc Statement Mean Rank

Teacher's Individual
Assessment of
Competence
Mean Rank

Prepare simulation or learning game. 4.20 136 4.24 42

Establish a Health Occupations

Students' Associationa.O.S.A 4.14 137 1.26 150

Collect data on projected student
enrollment. 4.14 138 .87 59

Develop procedures for working with
the handicapped. 4.14 139 2.87 86

Analyze enrollment trends of health
occupations programs 4.12 140 1.84 144

Assist in planning activities and
supervise activities 4.12 141 1.60 147

Inform prcspective members and
their parents about H.O.S.A. 4.08 142 1.23 151

Communicate with parents regarding
their expectations of the
health occupations program. 4.05 143 1.67 146

Detemine students' background and
environment. 4.02 144 2.46 121

Conduct leadership training
sessions for the officers. 4.01 145 1.39 149

Structure instruction so that
students can progress at their
own rate. 4.01 146 2.60 112

Coordinate H.O.S.A. activities with
instructional activities. 3.88 147 1.19 152

Assist students with the financial
management of H.O.S.A. 3.83 148 1.14 154

Design and conduct a community
occupational survey. 3.79 149 3.36 72

Assist in the preparation of state
and national reports, provide
advice and trainirg for stu-
dent entries in state and
national E.O.S.A. contests. 3.78 150 1.15 153

Conduct opinion surveys in the
school and community. 3.77 151 1.91 143

Serve as an advisor or judge for
district, state, regional or
national H.O.S.A. contests. 3.76 152 1.09 155
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Perceived Teacher's Individual
Importance` Assessment of

Competence
Competency Statement Mean Rank Mean Rank

Use a polaroid camera and/or video
tape recorder to provide in-
stant visual feedback on stu-
dent performance. 3.73 153 3.64 65

Prepare a questionnaire for collec-
tion of occupational data. 3.72 154 3.25 74

Present information by having stu-
dents "read chapter and
answer questions in the book." 3.61 155 3.06 80
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III

THE MAKING OF A MODEL PROGRAM

Several steps were taken in the development of a Vocational Health

Occupations Teacher Education Model for Louisiana (see Figure 7).

The methodology and results of the first four steps have been presented

earlier in this document. These step:. included:

(1) an in-depth re :iew of the literature related to HOE;

(2) an analysis of pedagogical skills needed by HOE teachers;

(3) an assessment of pedagogical skills possessed by HOE teachers;
and,

(4) a survey of the educational aspirations and characteristics of
HOE teachers.

The fifth step focused on bringing a panel of national experts to

the LSU campus. A two-day conference was held for the express ?urpose

of having six nationally recognized teacher educators in health occupa-

tions share their teacher education programs. The panel members were:

Dr. Dora Johnson, teacher educator, University of Northern
Colorado, President, Health Occupations Division of the American
Vocational Association.

Dr. Janice Sandford, teacher educator, Florida International
University, President, Health Occupations Teacher Educators.

Dr. Bettye Milliken, teacher educator, University of Georg!
one of the pioneers in health occupations teacher educatio-

Dr. Madge Atwood, teacher educator, University of Illinois,
responsible for establishing health occupations teacher education
programs in Michigan and Illinois.

Dr. Beverly Richards, teacher educator, University of Iowa,
involved with health occupations education in Pennsylvania and
Iowa.

Dr. Lou Ebrite, teacher educator, University of Nebraska completed
doctoral research on competencies needed in health occur.tions
education.
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Nationwide Task Analysis of Assessment of Survey of

Review of Pedagogical skills Pedagogical skills Educational

Literature in Needed by Health Possessed by Aspirations and

Health Occupations Occupations Health Occupations Characteristics

Teacher Education Teachers Teachers of Health
Occupations
Teacher

Input :roe Louisiana
Teachers, State Dept.
of Educ., Vocational
Directors, USE, etc.

\
TENTATIVE
MODEL

25

IMBED
MODEL

4--

FINAL
MODEL

(four options)

Input from the
United States Department
of Education

Figure 7. Procedure Followed in Developing the Model Health Occupations
Teacher Education Program
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Most of these panel members have been instrumental in beginning and

organizing health occupations teacher preparation programs in two or

more major universities. In addition, a number of persons in or related

to education, health care services and/or vocational education attended

the two-day conference. Each of these persons vill play an integral

part in organizing and implementing an HOE teacher preparation program

at Louisiana State University. In addition to the panel, the following

professionals from Louisiana attended the conference:

Dean Schilling, Dean of the College of Agriculture, LSU

Dean Smith, Dean of the College of Education, LSU

Dean Parker, Dean of the General College, LSU

Dr. Charlie Curtis, Director of the School of Vocational
Education, LSU

Dr. Michael Burnett, Current Project Director of The Health
Occupations Education Grant, LSU

Dr. Gary E. Moore, Coordinator of the Graduate Vocational
Education Program, LSU

Dr. Barbara A. Moore, Research Associate on the Health
Occupations Education Grant, LSU

Dr. N. J. Stafford, Jr., Assistant Superintendent of the Office
of Vocational Education, Louisiana Department of Education

Dr. Florent Hardy, Director of The Research Coordinating Unit,
Office of Vocational Education, Louisiana Department of Education

Dr. Ralph Ainsworth, Director of Trade and Industrial Education,
Office of Vocational Education, Louisiana Department of Education

Ms. Betty Penny, Supervisor of Health Occupations, Office of
Vocational Education, Louisiana Department of Education

Dr. Connie Casente, Health Occupations Professional and former
Ed.D. student in Vocational Education, LSU

Ms. Margo Naaie, Allied Health Advisor, General College, LSU

Ms. Carol Smith, President of the Health Occupations Division of
Louisiana Vocational Association

31
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Dr. Betty Harrison, Vocational Home Economics Education Teacher
Educator, LSU

Ms. JoAnne Garland, Graduate Assistant, Health Occupations
Education Grant, LSU

Dr. Stan Abadie, Dean of the LSU Medical Center, Shreveport and
New Orleans, Acting Director of the LSU Bic-Medical Research Center

During the two-day conference, the panel of experts distributed

information describing their HOE teacher education programs. These

presentations were taped for future reference by the research team. The

concluding activity of the conference provided an opportunity for the

panel members to list what they believed to be characteristics of a

model HOE teacher education pro6ram.

Following the conference, the research team began the task of

developing such a model usiLg all the information and input collected.

It became apparent throughout the research process that the model under

construction would need to contain several different options in order

to meet the varied educational needs of the health care professionals

in Louisiana. Thus, the first rough draft contained three options.

Upon its completion, a review was held at the 1982 AVA conference in

St Louis. Feedback was collected from the original panel of experts.

In addition, a review was held at LSU where feedback was collected from

local project advisors. The final draft containing six educational

options is presented in this document.

Requirements for Option A

Successfully completing Option A, would culminate in both a B.S.

degree and a standard Louisiana teaching license in ROE (see page 28).

(See Appendix A for license requirements.) In addition to meeting the
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OPTION A Designed for those health professionals vho desl.e a Bachelor of Science Degree in Health Occupations
Education. Upon the comi-letion of the B.S. degree, students will have also completed the requirement
for a standard teaching license.

TOTAL 134 CREDITS

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B.S. DEC EE IN HOE POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDITS

GENERAL EDUCATION - Total 46 semester credit hoots

English (12 hrs)
Social Studies (12 hrs)
Science (12 hrs)

Mathematics (6 hrs)
Health and Physical Education (4 hrs)

NOTE: Transfer credits may be given for
general education courses taken
during previous professional health
core training.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION - Total 45 semester credit hours

Specialized Health Skill Development (15 his)
lasic Clinical Science (9 hrs)
Intermediate Clinical Science (9 brs)
Advanced Clinical Science (9 hrs)
Electives in Allied Health or Related Fields (3 hts)

EXAiPLES:

1 Year Emergency Medical Technician Training
9 hours Basic Clinical Science

2 Year Physical Therapist Training 18 hours
task and Intermediate Clinical Science

3 Year Diploma in Nursing 27 hours Basic.
Intermediate and Advanced Clinical Science

TEACHER EDUATIPN - Total 36 semester credit tours

History. Philosophy or Introduction to Education (3 hrs)
Educational Psychology (3 hrs) (PSYC :COM
Adolescent Psychology (3 hrs) (PSYC Z678)
Teaching Reading (6 hrs) (EDCI 3135 and 3116)

Survey of Health Occupations Professions (3 hrs) (VHoE 44u Z)
Teaching Skills and Strategies in Health Occupations Education 13 hrs) (VHOE 4.o6)
Clinical Supervision and Evaloution in Health 0,cupatins Eduation (3 his) VilioL 44u))
Student Teaching in Health Occopatits Education (9 hts) 1t` 0E 4415)

Elective Hours - Total 7 semester crcJit hours
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requirements for a Louisiana teaching license, Option A also meets under-

graduate degree requirements for Louisiana State University, School of

Vocational Education, College of Agriculture, NCATE, and SACS. It

should be noted that LSU vocational teacher education requirements exceed

the teacher certification requirements.

Currently, the Louisiana teacher certification requirements for

all secondary teachers who complete a baccalaureate teacher education

program are: (Ceursework at LSU is given as SEMESTER CREDIT HOURS)

GENERAL EDUCATION - 46 hours

English 12 hours (at least 3 hours of grammar
and 3 hours of composition)

Social Studies - - - 12 hours (at least 3 hours of
U.S. History)

Science 12 hours (at least 3 hours must be in
biological science and 3 hours must
be in physical science)

Marhematics 6 hours

Health and
Physical Education - 4 hours

TECHNICAL CONTENT - Hours vary

The number of hours in the subject matter vary according
to the area. Home Economics requires 42 hours; Vocational
Agriculture requires 50 semester hours.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION - 27 hours

History, Introduction to, Foundations of, or Philosophy of
Education - 3 hours

Educational Psychology - 3 hours

Professional Education appropriate to the secondary level
- 6 hours (must include 3 hours of adolescent psychology)

Teaching Reading - 6 hours

Student Teaching - 9 hours (must be in principal field of
teaching)

Students who enter the Option A Program may have taken many of the

GENERAL EDUCATION courses during their professional health care training
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program. In addition, students who read widely, who are active

professionally, and who possess a strong general education competence

are encouraged to participate in College Level Entrance Exam Program

(CLEP). Through this testing program, a student can acquire additional

credits for general education knowledge and skills already attained. A

number of general education courses are available from LSU through

correspondence.

Another unique aspect of Option A is the method used for

determining the number of transfer credits in TECHNICAL EDUCATION that

a student may receive from their previous health care training program.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION is divided into two divisions: skill development

and clinical sciences. A student is required to have 15 hours of

specialized health skill development. An approved, current, valid

license, certification or registration is counted as 15 hours of

specialized health skill development credit upon entry into the

teacher education program. This is possible because these credentials

represent recognized standards of technical competence within a health

field plus instructional hours related to occupational competence. The

second division required in TECHNICAL EDUCATION is clinical science.

Previously taken technical course work, which does not pertain to skill

development, can be classified as basic, intermediate or advanced

clinical science. Nine hours are required in each level of clinical

science. Basic, intermediate and advanced clinical science credits may

be awarded during the analysis of the health credentials for each

student by the health occupations teacher educator and the university

admissions officer. One year of an academic health care training

program is equal to, but may not exceed, 9 credits. Therefore,
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generally speaking, a person with a two-year associate degree in a

health field will probably acquire 18 hours of transfer credit counted

as clinical science, basic and intermediate, leading toward a B.S.

degree. A three year nursing graduate could be awarded up to 27 hours

of transfer clinical science. If additional semester credits in

clinical science are needed in professional health care courses,

students may select courses from a variety of departments on the LSU

Baton Rouge campus, pending advisor's approval. Included among the

suggested departments are Health, Physical Education, Recreation and

Dance; Home Economics; Psychology; Sociology; and Social Welfare.

The professional education core in Option A includes the require-

ments to qualify for Louisiana teacher certification. The students are

required to complete 190 hours of actual teaching experience during

student teaching in an approved health occupations secondary program.

Requirements for Option L

Option B was created from the suggestions given by the panel of

experts and others working in the health care industry (see page 32).

Completing Option IS results in a baccalaureate degree program in HOE

but does not culminate in a Louisiana secondary school teaching license.

Today, there are many teaching positions in health occupations other

than secondary education. These positions can be found in hospitals,

clinics, government agencies, community services, private and public

health care facilities, and post-secondary and adult programs. Persons

in these positions often do not desire the secondary license. Alterna-

tive health care teaching jobs are becoming more and more popular as the

country expands its well-care prevention services.



OPTION S Designed for these health prefessimals who desire a Bachelor of Science Degree is lealth Occupations
Education as preparation to teach is institutions. business sad erganizatioss sot reentries a teach's.
license.

TOTAL 134 CREDITS

REQUIREMENTS TOR TIE B.S. DECREE IN NOE POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDITS

CENTRAL EDUCATION - Total 46 semester credit hours

taglish (12 hrs)
Social Studies (12 lira)
Science (12 hrs)
Mathematics (6 hrs)
Health sad Physical Education (4 hrs)

NOTE: Transfer credits my he gives for general
educaticn courses takes during previous
professiosal health core training.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION - Total 45 semester credit hours

Specialized Allied lealth Skill Development (15 Ara)
Seale Clinical Seisms (9 hrs)
Intermediate Clinical Science (9 hrs)
Advanced Clinical Seisms (9 hrs)
Electives is Allied Health sr Related 'Yields (3 hr.)

EXAMPLES:

1 Tear Emergeacy Medical Technician Training
hours Basic Clinic Science

2 Year Physical Therapist Training 1$ hours
Basic and Intermediate Clinical Science

3 Tsar Diploma in Nursing 27 hours Basic.
Intermediate sad Advanced Clinical Science

TEAM' EDUCATION - Total 27 semester credit burs

Survey of Health Occupations Professions (3 hrs) (410E 4402)
Teaching Skills sad Strategies is lealth Occupations Education (3 hrs) (MC 4405)
Clinical Supervision sad Evaluation is lealth Occupations Education (3 hr.) (VM01 4407)
Curriculon Design is Nealth Occupations Educative (3 hrs) (P501 4406)
Principles of Adult Education (3 hr.) IBM 4025)
Messer...est and Evaluation of Student Achievement (3 hrs) (EDAT 4200)
Practicum is Health Occupations (9 hrs) (Pilot 4416)

Elective Sours - Total 16 semester credit hours
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Since Option B does result in a B.S. degree from LSU, it must meet

all of the GENERAL EDUCATION requirements as well as the total hour

requirement. The GENERAL EDUCATION and TECHNICAL EDUCATION requirements

are identical to Option A. The PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION requirements,

however, are minus the Louisiana teacher certification requirements and

focus on all specialized health occupations education courses. This

increase in electives permits students to specialize in an area of need

and/or interest in HOE.

Requirements for Option C

Option C is designed for health care professionals who desire to

teach at the secondary and/or post-secondary level, but who do not de-

sire a B.S. degree. Currently in Louisiana, the licensing-only option

is the Vocational Trade and Industrial Education (VTIE) certificate

program.

Health care professionals, who desire licensing only, must meet the

following requirements:

Health Occupations - Practical Nursing and Aid Instructor

- Graduate of professional 3 year diploma nursing school or
baccalaureate nursing school with current licensure in
Louisiana.

- Minimum of 2 years of occupational experience as a
registered professional nurse in the area of medical
surgical nursing in a hospital setting. One year of this
experience must have been served within five years.

Health Occupations - Related Health Fields

- Graduate of approved program in the area in which the
applicant is to teach with current state license or national
certification where required.

When these requirements are met, the VTIE professional is issued a

one-year Vocational-Technical certificate. For renewal of this certifi-
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cate, at least three hours in professional vocational education must be

earned each year 'until a minimum of 15 hours has been completed, at

which time the Vocational Technical certificate shall become permanent.

VTIE professionals possessing a previously earned B.S. degree shall earn

nine hours on the same basis. Course work is further reduced to six

hours for those VTIE professionals possessing a degree in education.

The Louisiana Department of Education, Office of Teacher Certification,

has a list of study topics from which VTIE health occupations students

must choose. These topics consist of:

Trade Analysis and Course Planning
Philosophy of Vocational Industrial Education
Methods of Teaching in Vocational Industrial Education
Preparation of Vocational Instructional Materials
Problems in Teaching Vocational Industrial Education
Practice Teaching in Vocational Industrial Education
Shop Management and Safety
Vocational Guidance
History of Industrial Education
Principles of Vocational Industrial Education
Testing in Industrial Education
Visual Aids

In constructing an Option C, two different designs were considered.

First considered was an ideal Option C which the research team dubbed

as C1 (see page 35). In Option C/, the required course work is

sequenced over a twoyear span, according to the needs of the new health

care teachers. In addition, all courses are taught and supervised by a

health occupations teacher educator. Option C
I'

begins in the summer.

New VTIE teachers hired before July I would attend a New Teachers

Institute I (3 hours). This intensive session would assist these

new teachers in developing survival skills in the classroom, including

basic lesson planning and principles of teaching. In addition, the

New Teacher Institute I would help the new health occupational teachers

to assess their future professional education needs.
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OPTION Cl A two year program designed for the health core professional who desires to obtain a Louisiana VITE
teaching certificate but does not desire a Bachelor of Science Degree. Individuals desiring this
option for the most part, are persons with professional health experience who have been hired by a
local school parish or postsecondary institute to teach a Health Occupations Program. These persons
begin teaching with a temporary vocational education license and later receive a permanent VTIE
teaching certificate upon completion of the following requirements.

TOTAL 18 CREDITS

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TEACHING LICENSE PROGRAM

Summer I: For those teachers employed on or before July 1

TEACHER INSTITUTE I Three weeks, total 3 hours
VHOE 3301 Program Operation and Lesson Planning in Health Occupations (3 bra)

Fall Semester I: Weekend Course (WC): Meets one weekend per month

VHOE 4405 Teaching Skills and Strategies in Health Occupations Education (3 hrs)

Spring Semester I: Regular Night Course (RN): Meets one evening per week.
Courses are frequently taught off campus.

VHOE 4407 Clinical Supervision and Evaluation in Health Occupations Education (3 hrs)

Summer II: For those teachers who have completed approximately one year of teaching

TEACHER INSTITUTE II Two weeks, total 3 hours
VHOE 4402 Survey of Health Occupations Professions (3hrs)

Fall Semester II: Weekend Course (WC): Meets one weekend per month

VHOE 4406 Curriculum Design in Health Occupations Education (3 hrs)

Spring Semester II: Regular Night Course (RNC): Meets one evening per week.
Courses are frequently taught off campus.

Health Occupations Edueatiou or Vocational Education Elective (3 hrs)

tlo
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Next, in Option Cl, teachers attend a fall semester weekend course

(3 hours) which meets one weekend per month throughout the semester.

The following spring course (3 ours) would be offered on or off campus

in accordance with enrollment. In this first year, the fall and spring

courses are designed to develop competencies in teachi-.4 skills,

strategies, clinical supervision, and evaluation in HOE.

The second year begins with another summer Teacher Institute ...I

(3 hours). During this intensive session, HOE teachers receive

information concerning a wide range of health careers and positions.

The course was recommended by a m;jority of those involved in HOE

programs. Course work in expanding career knowledge is needed because

a number of health care teachers work in teaching positions in areas

related to, but often different from, their original health are

training and work experience.

The fall weekend course (3 hours) required in the second year

would focus on curriculum design. The spring course (3 hours), taught

on or off campus, would be a Health Occupations Education or Vocational

Education elective.

At the end of the second year, a permanent VTIE certificate would

be issued. It should be noted that all course work would be transfer-

able to the B.S. degree in HOE if the student meets the necessary

university entry requirements and desires to pursue the B.S. degree.

Option CI, is an ideal model that is not without implementation

problems in Louisiana. First, CI, differs from the current state

teacher certification requirements. New certification requirements

would be needed. Secondly, tte implementation of Option CI would

require a coordinated effort from the vocational secondary and post-
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secondary administrators in permitting health occupations teachers time

for the intensive pre-service time in the summer to sufficiently prepare

to teach. Thirdly, Option C1 would change the administration and super

vision of the health occupation teachers from VTIE to HOE teacher

educators.

Because of these three operational problems with Option C1,

Option C2 was created (see page 38). Option C2 is built primarily in

accordance with the original VITE certification program in Louisiana.

The change in Option C2 would be the addition of the following areas of

study to the list of VTIE topics found on page 34.

Survey of Health Occupations Professions
Teaching Skills and Strategies in HOE
Curriculum Design in HOE
Clinical Supervision and Evaluation in HOE

The addition of the HOE topics would bring about the involvement

and utilization of a health occupations teacher educator to teach

specific courses supporting these topics.

Option C
2

also continues to work within the VTIE administrative

framework without changing teacher certification requirements.

The research team wishes to point out that even though Option C2

Is by far easier to implement in 'Louisiana at this time, Option C1

appears to be a more "ideal" HOE teacher preparation program.

Requirements for Option D

Option D was created for those individuals who already possess a

baccalaureate degree and desire to pursue a master of science degree in

Vocational Education with a concentration in HOE. Course work for the

M.S. degree is a combination of a required core of courses and selected

courses from specific categories. Both a THESIS (D1) and a NON-THESIS

(D
2
) option is possible.

A .1
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OPT/ON C2 A two year program designed f4r the health cora professional who desires to obtain a Louisiana VITE
teaching certLficate but does not desire a lachelor of Science Degree. Individuals desiring this
option for the most part, are persons with professional health experience who have been hired by a
local school parish or postsecondary institute to teach Health Occupations Program. These persons
begin teaching with a temporary vocational education license and later receive a permanent VEIL
teaching certificate upon completion of the foIluwing requirements.

TOTAL 15 CREDITS

REQUIREMENTS TOR THE 'TIE TEACHING LICENSE PROGRAM

Courses totaling 13 hours suet be selected fron the
following topics:

Trade Analysis and Course Planning
Philosophy of Vocational Industrial Education
Methods of Teaching in Vocational Industrial Education
Preparation of Vocational Instructional Materials
Problems is Teaching Vocational Industrial Education
Practice Teaching in Vocational Industrial Education
Shop Hasagement and Safety
Vocational Guidance
History of Industrial Education
Principles of Vocational Industrial Educsean
Testing is Industrial Education
Visual Aids
Survey of Bealth Occupations Professions
Teaching Skills and Strategies in HOE
Curriculum Design in HOE
Clinical Supervision and Evaluation in HOE

Candidates must meet entrance requirements for
the VILE program plus at least three hours in
professional vocational education gust be earned
each year until a minimum of 15 hours has been
completed, at which time the vocational teaching
certificate shall Uccle, permanent. VEIL
professionals possessing a previously earned
Z.S. degree shall ears' Mat hours on the same
basis. Course work la further reduced to six
hours for those VTIE professionals possessing a
degree in educatic.
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The D
1
THESIS option requires a total of 36 hours with 9 hours in

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS (see page 40). Six hours are required in

TECHNICAL EDUCATION in health care study. Credit from health training

programs beyond the B.S. degree; and/or graduate level courses in health

care such as nursing, medical technology, physical therapy, etc., nay be

used as part or all of the six hours of technical education (pending

approval by advisor). Fifteen hours are required in TEACHER EDUCATION.

These hours are divided alloting 12 hours in health occupations educa-

tion and 3 hours in vocational education for Option D.

The NON-THESIS Option D
2

focuses sore intently on course work by

requiring 18 hours in TEACHER EDUCATION (see page 41). Aminimum of 12

of these hours must be in health occupations education. The remainder

of the 18 hours may be taken in either health occupations education or

vocational education. Three hours are specified as elective hours.

For both Di and D2, 18 semester credit hours must be at the 7000

level. The M.S. option can be used to upgrade a standard teaching

license only if the student possesses a B.S. degree in education and

holds a current standard teaching certificate. A student who possesses

a B.S. degree in a health care field but who is not certified to teach,

would need to combine the M.S. program with the VTIE program or complete

the B.S. degree program in Health Occupations Education prior to the

M.S. degree, if a teaching license is desired.

4`4



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

OPTION D
I Desrgned for those individuals win aileady possess A Bochelor of Science Deg:ee and desire to purr..e

a MASTER OF SCIENCE DECREE in l'ocationol Education with a concentration In Health occupations

Education. Because the Master's program is designed to meet individual needs, specific course work

is selected from different categories. In addition candidates will complete a research thesis.

TOTAL 36 CREDITS**

REQUIREMENTS FoR THE THESIS MASTER'S .)F SCIENCE DECREE

EZI:CATIONALF.1.-NDAliuNS

Total 9 semester credit hours

*History of Education (3 hrs)
(VED 4700 History of Vocational Education)

*Philosophy of Education (3 hrs)
(VED 7024 Philosophy of Vocational Education)

*Research Methods (3 brs)
(LED 7030 Scientific Methods in Voc. Ed.)

TECHNICAL EDICAlloN IN A IlLAITH t ME fat.L.L.

Total 6 semester credit hours
(May transfer credit from health training
credit program beyond the B.S. degree; and/
or grawaate level courses in allied health
field such as nursing. medical tectr,ol:gy.
physical therapy, etc.

tcureested DipAA :.cots Fr,la 1:111. to

health Related CIA:7,e on the taully-,..tge

Cameos;. Arhisr's approval reNuircd -

Health. Physical Education. 1,cica11,1,.
and l'ance 41114.10

Woe Eznomirs liar)
Psychology (Me)
Stviacv (LACE!
Social Lelfare

I*Recuired co:v of courses
**IR L..urs reat be at itm,11 level

11.(4,-.EtR illtAIION (Health Occupations EducationiVocational

Education) Total IS semester credit hours.

HEALTH vcCUPATIONS EDUCATUN: Minimum 12 hours

VHoE 4402
1,E0i. 4405

VEa 4406
VHuE 4407
VHOE 741,3

VWE 74141
7412

klitl ;411

VHoE 7414

Survey of Health occupations Professions (3 brs)
Teaching Skills 4 Strategies in HOE (3 hrs)
Curriculum Design in (3 brs)

Clinical Supervision I Evaluation in HOE (3 bra)
Problems in Teaching HvE (2 brs)
Leadership in (3 hrs)

Practicum in Health Professions (1-6 hrs)
Student Evaluation, Placement, £ Follow -up in HOE

(I hrs)
Laboratnry Managemcn: i Design of Clinical
Facilities (3 brs)

ExcATIol
(Recommended courses frz-m %Ida to choose)

7-1,1 Principles of Practical Arts 4 Voc. Ed. (3 hrs)
tb 7Nts corr.:rat Prubless t Issucs in Vuc. Ed. (1 -3 hrs)

t.calional Education lot Special Needs ttudeats
(3 hrs)

n1 organization 4 Administration of Vcc. Ed.

(3 Tx')
xtj 74; 11 :-upervision in V ;atlo.41 Education (3 hriil

lurriculum Developscut in Vocational Education
13 lirs)

Lguth Leadesshlp rovehreent
41411 Teaching Cooperative 14ucation

%fif ro rracticum for the to.ational Edacator (3 lam)

110.: la. (4 Nose,tcr credit hr')



OPTION D
Designed for those individuals who already possess a Bachelor of Science Degree and desire to pursue

a MASTER OF SCIENoc DECREE in Vocational Education with a concentration in Health Occupations
Education. Because the Master's program is designed to sect individual needs, specific course work
is selected from lists of courses in the following categories:

TOTAL -6 CREDITS**

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NON-THESIS MASTER'S OF SCIENCE DECREE

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
Total 9 semester credit hours

*History of Education (3 hrs)
(VED 4700 History of Vocational Education)

*Philosophy of Education (3 hrs)
(VED 7024 Philosophy of Vocational Education)

*Research Methods (3 hrs)
(VED 7000 Scientific Methods in Vec. Ed.)

TECHNICAL EDUCATIoN IN A HEALTH CARL fIELD

Total 6 semester credit hours
(May transfer credit from health training
credit program beyond the B.S. degree; and,/
or graduate level courses in allied health
field such as nursing. medical technology,
physical therapy. etc.

Euggcsted Departments FtomUllIch to C1'..-0st

Health Related Cooises en thc Patton 7,.ge
Campus. Advisor's approval required -

Health. Physical Education, Recreation,
and Dance (11PE.O1

Home Economics (WFC)
Psychology (MCI
Sociology (Sofa)
Social Welfare (N)

*Required core ol courses
**ill hours must be at 76,)11 lecel

TEACHER EDUCATION (Health Occupations Education/Vocational
Education) Total 18 semester credit hours.

HEALTH tiCCUPATIONS EDUCATION: Minimum 12 hours

VHDE 4402 Survey of Health Occupations Professions (3 hrs)
VHOE 4405 Teaching Skills S Strategies iu HOE (3 hrs)
VHOE 4406 Curriculum Design in HOE (3 hrs)
V}h.E 4407 Clinical Supervision S Evaluation in HOE (3 hrs)
VHt'E 7408 Problems in Teaching HOE (2 hrs)
VHOE 7410 Leadership in HOE (3 hrs)
VHOE 7412 Practical In Health Professions (1-6 hrs)
VHOE 7413 Student ,.valuation, Placement, £ Follow-up in HOE

(3 hrs)
VHOE 7414 Laboratory Management S Design of Clinical

Facilities (3 hrs)

VoCAT1oNAL EDUCATION
(Recommended courses from which to choose)

VED 721'9 Principles of Practical Arts S Voc. Ed. (3 hrs)
VED Bier) Cuirent Problems S Issues in Voc. Ed. (1-3 hrs)
*I'LL ;rub 1ocational Education for Special Needs students

(3 bra)
VED MA/ Organization I Administration of Voc. Ed.

(3 firs)

tiEIl 74.10 tveervision in Vocational Education (3 firs)

VLD 7S Curriculum Development in Vocational Education
(3 hrs)

VII) Mil Youth Leadership Development
EDO al4o 'leaching Copperaticv Lducation
VED 14'foo Practicum for the 'oeotional Educator (3 hrs)

ELECTIIIS - 1 semester credit hours
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A Description of the Vocational Health Occupations Education Courses

In order to implement the various options contained in this

document, a series of courses will need to be developed. Following

is a description of the courses to be developed along with course

objectives. The courses are based on: (1) the competencies which

were identified in phase II of this research; (2) input from advisory

groups, and (3) existing exemplary programs at other universities.

VHOE 3301 - Program Operation and Lesson Planning in HOE (3 hours)

An orientation to the operation of a school and the role
of the HOE teacher. Emphasis will be placed on making
the transition between health professional and health
occupations teacher. In addition, the course will focus
on the nature of teaching and learning, methods and
materials, and curriculum development.

Course objectives:

Describe the overall goals and objectives of the American
school system.

Explain the organizational structure of the school in which
the HOE teacher is employed.

Explain the purposes and objectives of vocational education,
and more specifically, HOE.

Plan an information system for school and community about
the existence and value of the HOE program.

Outline the roles and responsibilities of the vocational
HOE teacher, both in the classroom and the clinical setting.

Explore the purposes and objectives of such auxiliary
groups, services, and activities as the Health Occupations
Advisory Committee, ROSA, vocational counseling, placement
and follow-up.

Explain the role of the ROSA chapter advisor.

Explain the purposes and procedures for opening, maintaining
and closing an HOE program for the year.

Identify managerial skills needed by the HOE teacher to
operate an HOE program.
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Describe learning outcomes best achieved in the clinical
setting.

Describe learning outcomes best achieved in the clinical
setting.

Identify typical content taught for each year of an HOE
program.

Compare ways of sequencing what is to be taught in an HOE
program.

Write yearly program goals and objectives.

Identify the parts of a lesson plan.

Write both terminal and enabling objectives for a daily
lesson plan.

Explain the relationship of lesson objectives with student
evaluation.

Explain why and how curriculum guides are used in program
and lesson planning.

Compare a variety of curriculum guides and resource material
available in HOE.

Compare and contrast the characteristics of learners in
various age groups including multicultural, special needs
and gitted learners.

Describe the functions of the brain and how learning occurs.

Analyze different learning styles.

List and describe common learning problems: how they can be
identified and dealt with in the learning process.

Describe the characteristics of an effective teacher as
identified in educational research.

4,
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Identify and explain the implementation of teaching methods
for both group and individual learners.

Structure a filing system for records, report forms, student
files and instructional materials.

Maintain a record of safety instructions presented in
compliance with safety laws and regula.ions.

Prepare budget for equipment, supplies and travel.

Explore teacher organizations, unions; professional growth;
philosophy of teaching, and teacher attitudes.

VHOE 4402 Survey of Health Occupations Professions (3 hours)

An analysis of the available health care services and
delivery systems today, with emphasis on career ladders
and lattices in each profession. A comparison of the
needs within each health care service and the major
trends and issues affecting each.

Course objectives:

Identify the health care services and delivery systems
available today.

Formulate a career ladder and lattice schematic for each
health care profession with emphasis on levels of entry.

Obtain employment information (past, present and future)
for each of the health care services.

Analyze status regulating health occupations to determine
training needs.

Analyze occupational data to determine priorities among
training needs.

Identify competencies needed for entry into an occupation.

Describe the major issues affecting health care services
and delivery, employment opportunities, and medical advances
within each health care profession.

Project current and future trends which will have a bearing
on the growth and development of each of the health care
services and delivery systems.

Design information on employment opportunities to give to
prospective HOE students.

Assess the adequacy and relevancy of the HOE program's
facilities and equipment.
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VHOE 4405 - Teaching Skills and Strategies ir. Health Occupations
Education (3 hours)

The development and refinement of teaching skills which
enhance student learning. Organizing and implementing
effective teaching strategies for individual, small group
and large group instruction. Comparison of teaching styles,
philosophies and attitudes towards teaching and learning.
Developing and using instructional materials.

Course objectives:

Develop and implement teaching skills identified with
increasing student learning.

Create and analyze motivational techniques for use in the
classroom.

Identify, organize and implement a variety of teaching
strategies for individuals, small groups and large groups.

Identify techniques which can aid in the effectiveness of
teaching strategies.

Compare and contrast innovative teaching styles.

Identify and evaluate instructional materials and media
for the classroom.

Demonstrate the construction and use of selected
instructional materials.

Prepare lesson plans, identifying the teaching skills,
strategies and instructional materials needed.

Correlate instruction with on-the-job training.

Structure instruction so that students can progress at their
own rate.

Select methods of evaluating students attainment of lesson
objectives.

Assist students in developing good study habits.

Develop a philosophy and procedure for handling discipline
problems in the classroom and clinical setting.

Develop a professional philosophy and attitude toward
teaching.
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VHOE 4406 - Curriculum Design in Health Occupations Education (3 hours)

An analysis of the procedures for identifying, verifying
and validating curriculum in a HOE program. Practice
in writing curriculum with emphasis on selection and
sequencing. Comparison of styles of writing curriculum
modes. The roles and responsibilities of the curriculum
planner.

Course objectives:

Identify factors which influence the selection of
curriculum. Specify differences in curriculum for the
articulation between HOE programs at the secondary, post-
secondary and adult levels.

Describe the roles and responsibilities of the curriculum
planner.

Outline the steps in the curriculum process.

Identify ways the HOE advisory committee can assist with
curriculum development.

Incorporate statutes regulating HOE into curriculum.

Develop ways to integrate HOSA activities into the
classroom.

Conduct task analyses for the purpose of identifying,
verifying and validating curriculum.

Write terminal and enabling objectives for a unit of
instruction.

Analyze various ways to sequence instruction, both
in the classroom and the clinical setting.

Compare and contrast different formats in which the
curriculum can be packaged.

Write long range program goals and objectives.

Plan assignments to accomplish objectives.

Develop a system for evaluating curriculum.

Provide for student participation in the evaluation
of instruction.

Describe the role of the change agent in making
curriculum changes.
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VHOE 4407 - Clinical Supervision and Evaluation (3 hours)

Techniques for placement, supervision and evaluation of
students in clinical laboratory settings. Emphasis is on
establishing and maintaining standards of performance and
the teaching of manipulative skills.

Course objectives:

Identify the role and responsibilities of health care
workers in the major clinical settings.

Orient students to the professional responsibilities in
the major clinical settings.

Establish minimum standards of student performance for a
variety of clinical settings.

Evaluate a student's readiness to enter the clinical
environment.

Develop procedures and techniques for correcting a student
in violation of standards of performance, behavior, and/or
appearance in a clinical setting.

Prepare and conduct individual and small group clinical
evaluation conferences.

Compare and contrast methods of evaluation of performance
and behavior in clinical settings.

Describe the role and responsibilities of the teacher as a
supervisor of students in clinical settings.

Describe methods and techniques for supervision of students
in clinical settings.

Assist health professisnels with the supervision and
evaluation of student learners in clinical settings.

Demonstrate an efficient and effective way to teach
manipulative skills in clinical settings.

Establish policies for student learners and on-the-job
education.

Obtain information from employers or job supervisors
regarding the quality of health occupations instruction
as reflected by work of graduates.

VHOE 4415 - Student Teaching in HOE (9 hours)

Supervised teaching in a secondary school setting.
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VHOE 7408 Problems of Teaching Health Occupations Education (3 hours)

Identification of various problems in teaching HOE;
approaches to handling such problems and guidelines for
the prevention of problems which interfere with effective
teaching and learning.

Course objectives:

Identify common HOE teacher problems.

Describe strategies for preventing and/or solving teaching
and learning problems.

Identify school and community agencies and services
available to help teachers and/or students with problems.

Describe the legal and ethical parameters in which a teacher
must function when handling classroom/clinical problems in
HOE.

VHOE 7410 Leadership in Health Occupations Education (3 hours)

The professional development of the classroom teacher as
a leader in the health care industry, the educational
setting and the home and community environment. The roles
and responsibilities of the HOE teacher outside of the
classroom. Program promotion and student recruitment in
the HOE program.

Course objectives:

Identify the kinds of leadership the HOE teacher provides
the health care industry, the educational setting and the
home and community environment.

Identify factors which promote and deter professional
growth within HOE.

Describe the benefits from participation in professional
organizations.

Devise a public relations program for program promotion
and student recruitment in HOE.

Create a recruitment/selection process for students entering
the HOE program.

Establish program standards and admission requirements for
an HOE program.

Explain the purpose and procedure for using an HOE advisory
committee.
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Develop a system for maintaining favorable relationships
with various allied health professions, educational
personnel, other community citizens and students.

Explain the roles and responsibilities of an HOSA advisor.

Establish a Health Occupations Students' Association (HOSA).

Coordinate HOSA activities with instructional activities.

Assist students with the financial management of HOSA.

Inform prospective members and their parents about liOSA.

Conduct leadership training sessions for HOSA officers.

Assist in the preparation of state and national reports,
provide advice and training for student entries in state
and national HOSA contests.

Serve as an advisor or judge for district, state, regional
or national ROSA contests.

Maintain occupational skills needed to keep pace with
technological advancement in health occupations education.

VHOE 7412 - Practicum in Health Professions (1-6 hours)

An individual experience designed to provide a classroom
teacher with the opportunity to work in a health profession
for the purpose of updating and renewing technical knowledge
and skills.

VHOE 7413 - Student Evaluation, Placement and Follow-up in HOE (3 hours)

Assessment of student learning and performance in the HOE
classroom. Construction of a variety of evaluation
instruments with an emphasis on the development of self-
assessment scales for use in clinical settings. Procedures
for student placement as well as the creation of a system
of student follow-up will be included.

Course objectives:

Identify a variety of traditional and non-traditional
methods of evaluating student performance in the classroom
and in clinical settings.

Describe the procedures for designing a valid, reliable
test.
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Interpret test scores and results from a variety of
traditional and nontraditional evaluation formats.

Give appropriate feedback for student performance in a
clinical environment.

Prepare and conduct clinical evaluation conferences.

Conduct a courselimg session with a student.

Formulate a system of grading consistent with school policy.

Dse cumulative data on student's ability and achievement in
evaluating performance.

Develop ways to evaluate professional attitudes, behavior
and appearance.

Develop forms for standardizing the evaluation of students
by other health professionals as well as the classroom
teacher.

Confer with student and parents.

Conduct a group counseling session.

Identify factors which influence placement of students in
hOE jobs.

Determine reasons students drop out of HOE programs.
Assist students/graduates in securing and in filling out
applications for jobs, scholarships, educational loans or
college admission.

List techniques to help students find employment.

Assist seniors/graduates in preparing for interview with
potential employers.

Devise short term and long term follow-up evaluation
instruments for graduates.

Maintain continual follow-up information on placement,
employment and training status of each graduate.

Complete reports required by state department of education.
(State Boar3 of Nurse Examiners or the like).

Maintain anecdotal records of students.

Write letters of recommendation for students/graduates.

Create placement folders for program graduates.
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VHOE 7414 Laboratory Management and Design of Clinical
Facilities (3 hours)

Analysis and evaluation of clinical facilities used
as learning laboratories. Selection and purchase of
equipment and supplies. Organization and space plan
ing of facilities to enhance student learning.

Course Objectives:

Investigate alternative methods for inventory, storage,
layout of equipment and supplies

Design individual and small group learning centers

Develop guidelines for working and teaching in clinical
settings outside the school

Outline safety procedures for clinical settings

Develop and maintain budgets for clinical settings

Analyze new technology as it relates to the management
and design of laboratories and learning

Develop procedures for utilizing laboratory facilities
to their maxim= in teaching and learning
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TYPES OF STANDARD TEACHING CERTIFICATES IN LOUISIANA

Notations will be placed on each certificate of Type C, B, or A to show
specific authorization of the level(s) and the field(s) in which employ-
ment is authorized. A certificate authorizes employment only at the
level(s) and in the field(s) shown by endorsement thereon. Only those
authorizations listed in this bulletin may be placed cn a valid Louis-
iana certificate.

Type C

A Type C certificate is based upon a baccalaureate degree including
completion of a teacher education program approved by the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education, with credits distributed as herein-
after provided, including general, professional, and specialized
academic education. This certificate authorizes employment for a period
of not more than 3 years for services endorsed thereon.

Type B

A Type B certificate is based upon a baccalaureate or higher degree
including completion of a teacher education program, approved by the
State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, with credits distri-
buted as hereinafter provided, including general, professional, and
specialized academic education, and requires that the applicant show 3
years of successful teaching experience in his properly certified field.
The experience must be validated by the employing authority. This
certificate is valid for life for continuous service for services
endorsed thereon.

Type A

A Type A certificate is based upon a baccalaureate degree including
completion of a tcae.-.at education program approved by the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education, with credits distributed as herein-
after provided, including general, professional, and specialized
academic education, a master's degree or higher degree from an approved
institution, and 5 years of successful teaching experience in the pro-
perly certified field. The experience must be validated by the
employing authority. This certificate is valid for life for continuous
service for services endorsed thereon.
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Scwas( Vowwftel aseptipt
Catlett ofAgricuihrre

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY .....c.aruouae.-..labecftwcaccouzsi
SATO*: 1110tiCE - LOUIS/AAA - IMO

March 30, 1,111

Dear Colleague:

The mod for highly qualified instructors in health occupations
progress has sever been more urgent than at the present tine. A variety
of ensoing. all-day programs in health occupations are being offered in
schools throughout the state.

Technically competent health occupations educators have traditionally
been employed without evidence of teaching competency. Currently, Instruc-tors met met certain teacher certification

requirements set forth by the
State Department of Education' including course vett in vocational, technicaland industrial education. Presently there are no pre-service or college
education courses designed specifically for the health occupations educatorin Louisiana.

Vt eared your help mod expertise as it relates to your present teaching
position in health occupations. I an presently conducting a study to
identify the teaching competencies important to the health occupations edu-cator. In order to plan a health occupations

teacher education program it
is essential to identify the teaching competencies 'Necessary for success.The identification of these competencies is the first extensive researchof its kind in our discipline is this state and has implications for teacher
education. inservice planning and the developoent of a rating scale for acreobjective evaluation.

All questionnaires are mmeritally coded to afford a method of
identifying son- respondents, to provide a moms of conducting follow-up
procedures and to allow the necessary degree of anonymity to each respondent.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return It in the self-
addressed, steeped envelope by April IS.

Manic you for your generous cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

eldx, . ez46.M.
Charlie AL Curtis, Associate Dean
College of Agriculture & Director
School of Vocational Education

Connie L. Caseate

Instructor of Practical Nursing
Young Memorial Vocational Schoolsip

Damp.. .'4 haemosivreei Lhattope Derernarat hisser& sod Techwysol tiwitorst Ofrrewa w Vacsvorsoa Arerblisrat Uvaitmr4
Yeebvs4 Hoar fairwo Ursahro arpr-"t

BEST COPY
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NOW DOMAN! ARE TIE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

PLANNING COMPONENT

Immoortance

Nigh Medium to
11 /ACompetency Statements 6 5 4 3 2 1

1.01 Select job tasks, conditions, and standards for which
instructional plans are to he designed.

1.02 Sequence performance goals (terminal objectives) for a course.

1.03 Identify the unit topics for a course.

1.04 Determine objectives for a unit.

1.05 Identify lesson topics for a unit.

1.06 Identify the specific objectives for a lesson.

1.07 Determine and individual learning forgroup experiences a
lessen based on individual differences of students.

1.0$ Select methods of evaluating students' performance throughout
a unit.

1.09 Select teaching techniques for a lesson.

1.10 Select methods of evaluating students' attainment of lesson
objectives.

1.11 Select materiels and equipment for a lesson demonstration.

1.12 Select and modify prefabricated or commercial aids for a lesson.
(charts, transparencies, motion picture, video tape, slides,
audio tapes)

1.13 Prepare a leases Alas. (Integrate objectives, learning
experiences, evaluation, teaching techniques, and learning
resources.)

1.14 Prepare information sheets (handouts), and assizment sheets.

1.15 Obtain textbooks, references and other printed instructional
*starlit'.

1.16 Develop original instructional materials. (Individualized
learning packages, learning nodules, or lesson kits.)

BEST copy
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NOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

PLANNING C--XPONENT

Competency Statements
I Nigh Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

1.17 Prepare teaching materials.

1.1$ Prepare simulation or learning lame.

1.1, beaten and conduct a community occupational survey.

1.20 Prepare a questionnaire for collection of occupational data.

1.21 Identify the competencies needed for entry into an occupation.

1.22 Develop health occupations courses by clustering and
.equencinj related tasks.

1.23 Analyze collected occupational data to determine priorities
among trolaine needs.

1.24 Collect data on projected student enrollment.

1.25 Identify the role and function of the advisory committee.
I

1.26 Establish the criteria for selection of advisory committee
member's.

1.27 Organize an advisory emanate,.

1.2S Plan the annual program of work to be considered by the
advisory committee.

1.2, Serve as the liaison for the advisory committee and the school
administration '

1.30 Work effecitvtly with the advisory committee.

1.31 Develop long-range plans for the health occupations program.

1.32 Prepare a long-range budget which identifies the financial
needs of the health occupational program.

1.33 Maintain continual fellow-up information on placement,
employment, and training status of each graduate.

1.34 Obtain follow-up data from employer of graduates.
I I
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HOW IMPORTANT ARE NE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO VEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

PLANKING comma

Importance

Competency Statements
Nish Medium Low
6 S 4 3 2 1 N/A

1.35 Determine reasons students drop out of health occupations
progress.

1.36 Assess the relevancy of the course offerings in the
health occupations proem..

1.37 Assess the adequacy and relevancy of the health occupations
program facilities and equipment.

1.31 Provide for articulation betimes* health occupations programs.

1.3! Develop procedures for working with the disadvantaged and with
minority 'roues.

1.40 Develop procedures for working with the handicapped.
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HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

TEACHING COMPONENT

Competency Statements
High Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

2.01 Direct students in gathering information from sources
in the community,_ and on field trips.

2.02 Present information using a simulation or learning game.

2.03 Present information using group supervised study.

2.04 Present information by having students "read chapter and
answer questions in the book."

2.05 Lead communication techniques. (Suss groups, brainstorming,
skits, debates, etc.)

2.06 Present information using the case study method.

2.07 Introduce a lesson or unit.

2.04 Summarize a lesson or unit.

2.09 Employ oral questioning techniques.

2.10 Structure instruction so that students can progress at their
own rate.

2.11 Demonstrate a manipulative skill (procedure).

2.12 Give a lecture.

2.13 Give an illustrated talk.

2.14 Use analogies to present information. .

2.15 Present information by the use of indl tdualized instruction.

2.16 Give an assignecnt.

2.17 Present information through team teaching.

2.18 Present information with assistance of a resource person.

2.19 Present information with displays, models and real objects.

2.20 Use audio visual materials.
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hOt. 114'ORTAhT ARE THE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

TEACHING COMPONENT

Importance
High Medium Low

F.o:Tetency Statements 6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

2.21 n.reet Stuceats .n the practice of nanipulative skills.

2.22 .sect student activities on job related projects, laboratory
prolects and activities.

1

2.23 Direct students in charting techniques. (record keeping)

2.24 Provide remedial practice sessions. I

2.25 Construct subject matter diagnostic tests.

2.26 Eliminate student deficiencies in attainment of a training
objective, during classroom instruction.

2.27 Use cumulative data on students' ability and achievement
in evaluating performance.

2.28 Formulate a system of trading consistent with school policy.

2.29 Use a polaroid camera and/or video tape recorder to provide
instant visual feedback on student performance.



HOW IMPORTANT ARE TUE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

EVALUATION COMPONENT

Competency Statements

Importance
Hi h Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 N/1

3.01 Assess effectiveness of instruction through use of student's
records.

3.02 Assess quality of on-the-job training,

3.03 Evaluate textbooks for content validity, reading level, and
sex/cultural bias.

3.04 Provide for student participation in the evaluation of
instruction.

3.05 Evaluate instruction through self-rating devices and
instructional media, such as video or audio recording.

3.06 Assign grades.

3.07 Obtain information from employers or job supervisors regarding
the quality of health occupations instruction.

3.01 Assess the validity of instructional tests.

3.09 Assess the reliability of instructional tests.

3.10 Assess the cultural bias of teats used for program placement.
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HOW WORTArr ARE TUE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO KZALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

Competency Statements
High Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

4.01 Identify new equipment and materials needed in a health
occupations course for the academic year.

4.02 Recommend reference books and periodicals that should be added
to the library.

4.03 Pre re bud et for e ui at sulies and travel.

4.04 Structure a filing system for records. report forms. student
files and instructional materials.

4.05 Complete reports required by state department of education.
(State board of Nurse Examiners/ or the like)

4.06 Arrange for essential safety apparel and devices.

4.07 Maintain a record of safety instructions presented in
compliance with safety laws and regulations.

4.0$ Inventory teaching materials, supplies and equipment.
.

4.09 Schedule laborator a ui nt for maximum utilization.

4.10 Arrange layout of laboratory to simulate clinical environment.

4.11 Establish a policy for use of health occupations facilities
by outside groups and other school personnel.

4.12 Formulate with students acceptable standards of behavior. I

4.13 Encourage students to exercise self-discipline.
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HOW /IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT COMPONENT

Competency Statements
High Medium Lov

N/A6 5 4 3 2 1

S.01 Determine stude-ts' background and rlvironment.

5.02 Analyze students' cumulative records.

5.03 Maintain anecdotal records on students.

5.04 Interpret national stasJardized tests, occupational tests,
and inventories to students.

5.05 Confer with student and parents.

5.06 Conduct counseling session with a student.

5.07 Conduct group counseling aession.

S.08 Assist students in developing good study habits.

5.09 Work with other teachers and counselors to help students
with individual _problems.

5.10 Assist students with their problems by working with agencies
such as the health and welfare services.

5.11 Present information to students on employment opportunities.

5.12 Write letters of recommendation for students/graduates.

5.13 Assist seniors/graduates in preparing for interview with
potential employers.

5.14 Assist students/graduates in securing and in filling out
applications for jobs, scholarships, educational loans, or
college admissions.
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HOW Ds:PORTA/Cr AXE TVE Tommtic COMPETENCIES TO HEALTH OCCUPATIONS Pi.00RAMS

SCMOOLCOMMUNITY Ramon COMPONENT

Isportacce
Nigh Medium Los

Competzacy Statements 6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

6.01 Participate in the development of policies regarding school-
community relations.

6.02 Inform the school and community about the health occupations
progray.

6.03 Prepare news releases on activities of your program.

6.04 Present activities of yocr health occupations program on
radio or television.

6.05 Speak to school and community groups on health occupations
programs.

6.06 Conduct at open house to familiarize members of the school
and community with activities of health occupations programs.

6.07 '4aintain liaison with union officials and employers.

6.CS Serve in professional son- vocational organizations to improve
the Image of the health occupations proorao.

6.09 Serve in community organizations to 'spray, the image of the
health occupations program.

6.10 Conduct opinion surveys is the school and community.

6.11 Analyze enrollment trends of health occupations programs.

6.12 CoomunIcate with parents regarding their expectations of
the health occupations program.

L.13 Maintain wrking relationshipswith the school supporting staff.
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MOW MINORTANT ARE TEE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO SULTS OLIMPATIOKS PSOGRAMS

STIMENT-VOCATIONAL ORGANIZATIOK COMPONENT

Competency Statements
Sigh Medium Iov .

4 5 4 3 2 1 M/A

7.01 Establish a Mealth Occupations Students' Association. (M.O.S.A.

7.02 Inform prospective ambers and their parents about 11.C.S.A.

7.03 Assist in planning activities and supervise activities.

7.04 Conduct leadership training sessions for the officers.

7.05 Assist students with tne financial aanageaeat of 11.0.S.A.

7.04 Coordinate M.O.S.A. activities with instructional activities.

7.07 Assist in the preparation of state and national reports,

provide advice and training for student entries in state and
national M.O.S.A. contests.

7.011 Serve as an advisor or judge for district, state, regional,
or national 11.0.S.A. contests.

PROFESSIONAL ROLE.COMPONENT

Competency Statements

11.01 Demonstrate exemplary professional and personal conduct.

1.02 Exchange ideas with other teachers.

S.03 Serve professional erganixatioas as as officer and /or
chain's. or member of a committee.

S.04 Maintain so active and continuing interest in professional
field through reading, attendance at settings and publication
activities.

$.CS Participate is experlueatal and other data collecting research
activ'ties.

11.06 Assist teachers who are sew in the system.

11.07 Aciuire mew occupational skills needed t keep pace with
technological advancement is health occupations.

11.04 Update professional personnel file regularly.
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HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO NEAL= OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

COORDINATION OF COOPERATTVE EDUCATION

Competency Statements
Righ Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 NIA

9.01 Establish criteria for selectlon of student-learners for
on -the -job education.

9.02 Establish policies for student learners and on -the -job
education.

9.03 Place students in appropriate on-the-job training stations.

o (14 Supervise ow-the-jolt waning.

9.05 Correlate instruction vith on-the-job training.

9.04 Maintain records of individuals placed in on-the-job training.
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NOW IMPORTANT ARE IME FOLLOWING COMPETENCIES TO NEAL= OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

HEALTH CARE milowmpir COMPONENT

Competency Statements
High Medium Low
6 5 4 3 2 1 N/A

10.01 Identify learning outcomes Lest achieved in the clinical setting.

10.02 Evaluate a student's readiness to enter the clinical environment.

10.03 Plan for the use of patients in training demonstrations or
practice sessions.

10.04 Coordinate actions of student-learners with other ambers of
health care team.

10.05 Supervis2 student practice in a clinical environment.

10.01 p, Give appropriate feedback for student performance in a clinical
environment.

10.07 Orient students to their professional responsibilities in the
clinical setting.

10.00 Analyze statutes regulating health occupations to determine
training needs.

16.09 Mahe valid recommendations regarding needed revision and
improvement of health care procedures and equipment.

10.10 Counsel students with problems adjusting to illness or death.

10.11 Describe organizational flow chart of the clinical facility.

10.12 Interpret to students acceptable standards of behavior and
appearance is the clinical environment.

10.13 Correct a student for a violation of standards of behavior
or appearance In the clinical environment.

10.14 Prepare and conduct clinical evaluation conferences.
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Dear Health Occupations Educator:

The purpose of this instrument is to determine your perceived
level of competency as it relates to each health occupations com
petency statement.

In order to develop an exemplary health occupations teacher
education program, it is important to identify the areas in which
teachers have the greatest strengths and the greatest weaknesses.

Please do not identify yourself by writing your name on the
questionnaire, since we are only concerned with identifying the areas
of greatest need for improving health occupations instruction in our
state.

Please read each competency statement and rate your personal
level of competency using the following scale:

jv

Nigh

Above Average
Average
Relay Average
Minimal
None
N/A

High level of competency
Above average level of competency
Average level of competency
Eelow average level of competency
Minimal level of competency
No level of competency
Not applicable to my program

We appreciate your help in assisting us in this study.

Sincerely,

Charles W. Smith
Project Director

Connie L. Ca ente
Research Coordinator
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Health Occupations Instructional Program

IADIPIDOAL ASSESSMENT Of NEALTK OCCUPATIONS COMPETENCIES

Planning Component

Competency Statements
-1r

. 1 11.01 Select job tasks, conditions, and standards for
which instructional plans are to be designed.

1.92 Sequence performance goals (terniaal objectives)
for a course.

1-03 Identify the unit topics for course.
1.04 Determine objectives for a emit.
1.05 Identify lessee topics for unit.
1.06 Identify the specific 4tjectives for a lessee.

41.07 Decimalise group and individual learning experiences
for a lesson based on individual differences of
students.

1.01 Select methods of evaluating students' performance
throughout unit.

.

1.03 Select teaching techniques for a lesson.
-4

1.10 Select methods of evaluating students' attaiament
of lesson objectives.

1.11 Select materials and equipment for a lesson
demonstration.

1.12 Select and modify prefabricated or commercial aids
for a lesson. (charts, transparencies, motion
picture, video tape, slides, audio tares)

1.13 Prepare a lesson plan. (Integrate objectives,
learning experiences, evaluation, teaching tech
aiques, and learning resources.)

1.14 Prepare information sheets (handouts), and
assignmeat sheets-

1.15 Obtain textbooks, references mod other printed
instructional material.

.. ,

1.16 Develop original iastructiseal materials. (Iadi
vidualized learning packages, leaning modules,
or lessee kits.)

1.17 Prepare teaching materials.
.1.11 Prepare simulation tr learning game.

,

1.1! Design and conduct a community occulatiousl survey.
. .1.20 Prepare questionnaire for collection of eccupa

time' data.
1.21 Identify the competencies needed for entry into

an occupatioa.
1.22 Develop health occupations courses by clustering

and sequencing related tasks.
1.2.1 Analyse collected occupational data to deters's,

priorities among training seeds.

1.24 Collect data ou projected student enrollment.
.

1

1.25 Identify the role and function of the advisory
committee.

,

t

1.26 Establish the criterie for selection of advisory
committee members.

1.27 Organize an advisory committee.
1.21 Plan the annual pcogroa of Perk to be considered

by the advisory committee.
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Competeacy Statements

*
/6 *o4 4alr ao 'V ..

* 41.or a 4
a -,et*. 4) e47 V V * *

1.2, Serve as the liaises for the advisory committee
sad the school administratioa_

I

1.30 Work effectively with the advisory committee.
1.31 Develop loag-raage plans for the-health occupa-

tion program.
1.32 Prepare a laeg-raage budget which ideatifies the

fiasacial needs of the health sects tisal program.

.

Maiataim costume ow-up is matzo& ea place-
ment, emplmeme, and traiaiag status f each
graduate.

...

1.34 Obtaia follow-up data from employers of graduates.
1.35 Determine reasons students drop out of health

occupations progress.
1.36 Assess the relevancy of the course offerings in

the health °ceaseless irogram.
1.37 Assess the adequacy ami relevaacy of the health

ccuratieas preiree facilities and efluipment.

4

1.34 Provide for articulatisa betimes health ccupa
tioss programs.

1.34 Develop procedures for workieg with the dig-
advaataged sad with ainoritzgroops.

-4

1.40 Develop procedures for 'forking with the
haadicapped.

Teaching Component

i

Competency Statemeata

2.01 Direct studeats ie gathering iaformstion from
sources in the community, and on field trips.

2.02 Present imfareoties waft a simulation or
learning game.

2.03 Present iefrmatioa using group supervised study.
2.04 Present infrmation by having atudeats 'read

chapter and answer questions is the hook."

.-

2.05 Lead cmmeaication techniques. (Buzz vamps,
braiestnsiag, skits, debates, etc.)

2.06 Present information using the case seedy method.
2.07 Ietrduce a lesson r wait.

..

2.01 Summarize a lesson r unit.
2.0, Deploy oral questioning techniques.
2.10 Structure iastructies os that Geodesics cam

progress at their ewe rate.
2.11 Demonstrate a inseipulative skill (procedure).
2.12 Give a lecture.
2.13 Give as illustrated talk. _ .

2.14 Ose analogies te,present informatioe.
2.15 Present ',demotion by the use of individualised

instruction.
2.16 Give as assignment.
2.17 !testae iatrestion through team teaching.

4 I

2.14 Present iafrmation with assistaace of a
resource 'arson.

2.14 Preseat imformatise with displays, models and
real objects.

. _ _

Pr,F1-7 COPV



7.1

Competency Stateemats

a
ve

:v.

1 12.20 the audio visual materials.
2.21 Direct studeats in the practice of manipulative

skills.
2.22 Direct student activities oa job related projects,

laboratory projects sad activities.
2.23 Direct students is charting techniques.

(record keeping)
2.24 Provide remedial practice *assume.
2.25 Construct subject setter diagnostic tests.
2.26 Eliminate stutleat deficiencies in attainment of

a training objective.
2.27 Use cumulative data on students' ability and

achievement in evaluating performance.

2.24 Formulate a system of grading consistent
with school toolicy.

2.2! Use a polaroid camera and/or video tape recorder
to provide fastest visual feedback on student
performance.

Evaluation Component

Competency Statements

3.01 Assess effectiveness of instruction through use
of student's records.

3.02 Assess quality of oa-the -job training.
3.03 Evaluate textbooks for content validity, reading

level and sex/cultural bias.
3.04 Provvie for student participation in the evalua-

tive of instruction.
3.05 Evaluate instruction through self-rating devices

and instructional =die, such as video sr audio
recording.

3.06 Assi ;n ;rades.
3.07 Obtain information from employers or job super-

visors regarding the quality of health occupations
instruction.

3.04 Assess the validity of instructional tests.
3.09 Assess. the reliability of instructional tests.
3.10 Assess the cultural bias of tests used for

program placement.

Management Component

Competency Statements

4.01 Identify sty equipment and materials seeded
is a health occupations course for the
academic year.

4.02 aecoemend reference books and periodicals that
should be added to the library.

4.03 Prepare budget for equipment, supplies and
travel.
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4.04 Structure a filing system for records, report
forms, student files and instructional materials.

I4.05 Complete reports required by State Department of
Education, State bard of Purse gushers ee
the like.

.
4.06 Arran! for essential safety apparel and devices.
4.07 Maintain a record of safety instructions presented

in compliance with safetr laws and regulations.
4.01 Inventory teaching materials, supplies ant

equipment.
,4.09 Schedule laboratory equipment for maximum

utilization.
4.10 Arrange layout of laboratory to simulate

clinical environment.
4.11 Establish a policy for use of health occupations

facilities by outside groups and other school
personnel.

4.12 Formulate le.th students acceptable standards
of behavior.

I i
4.13 Encourage students to exercise self-discipline.

Guidance and Placement Component

Cpmpetency Statements

5.01 Determine students' background and environment.
5.02 Analyze students' cumulative records. .

S.03 Maintain anecdotal records en students. ,

5.04 Interpret national standardized tests, .enure-
dotal tests, and inventories t. stieents.

...

3.05 Confer with student and parents.
5.06 Conduct a counseling sassiest with a student.
5.07 Conduct a group counseling,session.

5.01 Assist students in developing good study habits.
5.09 Work with ether teachers and counselors to help

students with individual,problems.
5.10 Assist students with their problems by working

with agencies such as the health amd welfare
services.

5.11 Present information to students an employment
651ortuniti,o.

5.12 Write letters of recommendation for
students/graduates.

3-11 Assiut seniors /graduates in preparing for
interview with potential employers.

5.14 Assist students /graduates in 'Inuring and filling
out applications for jobs, scholarships, educa-
tional loans, or college admissions.

BEST COPY
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INDIVIDUAL ASSRSSMENT OF MALTS OCCUPATIONS OMPETENCIES

School-Community Relations Compeaent

Competency Statements
e

4:

di

6.01 Participate is the development of policies
regarding school-community relations.

/ f

6.02 Inform the school and commuaity about the
health occupation program.

6.03 Prepare sews releases on activities of
your program.

6.04 Present activities of your health occupations
program os radio or television.

6.05 Speak to echoed and coommaity groups on health
occupation's programs.

6.06 Conduct as apes house to familiarise members of
the school and community with activities of
health occipatioms,proerams.

6.07 Naintaim liaises with union 'initials and
employers.

.

6.01 Serve is professional son- vocational organize-
tioss to improve the image of the health
occupations program.

.

6.01 Serve in community organizations to improve the
image of the health occupations program.

1 .

6.10 Conduct ',isles serveys is the school sad
community.

6.11 Analyze enrollment treads of health occupatioss
programs.

A 4

6.12 Communicate with permits regarding their expecta-
tions of the health occupations trove..

6.13 Kaintain working relationships with the school
supporting staff.

A I

Student-Vocational Organization Component

Competency Statements

7.01 Establish a Nealth Occupations Students'
Association (N.O.S.A.).

7.02 Inform prospective members and their parents
about N.O.S.A.

.0 Assist in p anning activities and supervising
activities.

7.04 Conduct leadership training sessions for the
officers.

7 75 Assist students with the financial management
of N.O.S.A.

7.06 Coordinate N.O.S.A. activities with instructional
activities.

IIII//I
e I

7.07 Assist in the preparation of state ant national
reports, provide advice and training for student
entries is state and national N.O.S.A. contests.

7.0$ Serve as 3R advisor Or judge for district, state,
re ionsl or national N.O.S.A. contests.
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INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH OCCUPATIONS COMPETENCIES

Professional Role Component

Competency Statements Az
ea

a

7

e
4.01 Demonstrate exemplary professional and personal

conduct.

f l / 4

4.02 Exchange ideas with other teachers.
4.03 Serve professional organisations as an officer

and/or chairman or member of committee.

...

4.04 Maintain an active and continuing inti2est in
professional field through reading, attendance
at meetings and publication activities.

4.05 Participate in experimental and ether data
collecting research activities.

I All

4.06 Assist teachers who are new in the system.
4.07 Acquire nei occupational *kilts needed to keep

pace with technological advancement in health
occupations. _.

,

4.04 Update professional personnel file regularly.

Coordination of Cooperative Education Component

.

Competency Statements

9.01 Establish criteria for selection of student
learners for on-the-job education.

i

9.02 Establish policies for student learners and
on-the-job education.

9.03 Place students in appropriate on-the-job
training stations.

9.04 Supervise on-tht7job training.
. ,

9.05 Correlate instruction with on-the-job training.
9.06 Maintain records of individuals placed in

on-the-job training.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT Or HEALTH OCCUPATIONS COMPETENCIES

Health Care Environment Component

Cope -Ancy Statements

75

10.01 Identify learning outcomes best achieved in
the clinical settiu.

10.02 Evaluate a student's readiness to enter the
clinical environment.

10.33 Plan for the use of patients is training
demonstrations or practice sessions.

410.04 Coordinate actions of student- learners with
other members of a health care teem.

10.05 Supervise student practice is a clinical
environment.

At A

10.06 Give appropriate feedback for student perfor-
mance in clinical environment.

10.07 Orient students to their professional respon-
sibilities in the clinical setting.

10.0$ Analyze statutes regulating health occupations
to determine training needs.

10.0! Make valid recommendations regarding needed
revision and improvement of health care pro-
cedures nt.

TrIb Counsel studitatovitto
illness or death.

10.11 Describe organisational flow chart of the
clinical facility.

10.12 Interpret to stud.-nts acceptable standards of
behavior and appearance in the clinical
environment.

10.13 Correct a student for a violation of standards
of behavior or appearance in the clinical
environment.

10.14 Prepare and conduct clinical evaluation
conferences.

1
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND PROFILE OF

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATORS IN LOUISIANA

I. General Information: Please respond to the following items in a manner which
best relates to you and to your employment.

1. My sex is:
Male
Female

2. What is your age: (include 1981)

3. Number of years of teaching experience: Years

4. Number of years of work in health occupational speciality prior to teaching:
Years

5. Do you presently teach in a secondary or post-secondary program?
Secondary
Post - Secondary

6. Your professional rank: (title)

Instructor
Coordinator
Instructor and Coordinator
Other
Specify

7. Please check the type of course you teach primarily. (The most hours)

Dental assistant
Dental lab technician
Other dental (Please specify)

Medical lab assiatant
Medical lab technician
Other medical lab (Please specify)
Licensed practical nurse
Nurses assistant
Surgical technician
Other nursing (Please specify)
Mental health assistant
Inhalation (respiratory) therapy technician
Medical asaistant
Nealth aide
Medical emergency technician
Ward clerk
Child care or day care helper

------I.V. technician

Continuing education programs
Nealth careers
Other (Please specify)

8. Your faculty status is:
Part time
Full time (40 hours week)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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II. Please respond to the following in the manner which best relates to your education.

I. Please check the degrees earned and your major area of study.

Degree's Meld and Major Area of Study

Associate
Bachelors

Specialist Certificate
Masters
Doctorate
Non-Degreed

2. Do you have a health occupation license or certificate?
Yes (Please specify)
No

3. Do you have a teaching certificate?
Yes VTIE Other (Please specify)
No If no, are you working on certification:

Yes (Please specify)
No

4. Did you complete a degree program which included teacher education prior
to teaching?

Yes
No

5. Art you currently enrolled in a teacher education program?
Yes
No

6. Would you be interested in pursuing a degree program in Vocational Education,
includ'-g courses designed specifically for the health occupations instructor,
if they were available in Louisiana? Please check your preference.

Bachelors
Misters
Specia-ist
Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy

7. In the school in which you teach, do you anticipate an increased need for
health occupations educators in the next five years?

Yes
NO

8. Do you think that a vocational health occupations teacher education program
should be instituted in Louisiana?

Yes
No

9. If health occupations education courses were offered in the state at the

graduate level, which graduate residence center would you attend?
New Orleans Alexandria Eunice
Baton Rouge Shreveport None
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2SINDIUM REQUIRE1ENTS FOR TEACHERS OF
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INITIAL CERTIFICATI:IR REQUIREMENTS FOR 3EGINNING
TEACHERS OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECOEDARY

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

legend:

S = Secondary

PS = Post-
Sec.%ndary

B = Both

X = bid not
specify

'

A = Adequate

I = Inadequate
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Alabama S 8
Alaska I S I J 5
Arizona No No i 6 A
Arkansas B i B I A* i * S- Inadequate
California 3 2 I A* * PS - Inadequate
Colorado B B 1 5 A
Connecticut B PS i 5 A
Delaware 6
District of Columbia B
Florida B No 1 * * PS - Inadequate
Geo:gia PS 1 3
Hawaii X 1

Idaho B B i 1 A* * PS - Inadequate
Illinois S * A * Indefinite Time
Indiana S S 3* * * S - 3 years; PS none
Iowa B 270 6

Kansas PS
Kentucky

1
3 1 I

Louisiana B i A 1

Maine
M4 *land S S 5 A
Massachusetts * Adequate in parts,

I - in others
Michitan _ No No i 1 A

Source: Lutz, Juanita F. A Survey of Certification Requirements for
Secondary and Posz -secondary Teachers of Health Occupations in the
United States." ',unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Tennessee University,
1977.
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(cont'd)
INITIAL CERTIFICATION REQUIREILNTS FOR BEGINNING

TEACHERS OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS

80

Legend:
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Montana B No 2
Nebraska S 1 I
Nevada

New Hampshire
Nev Jersey B B
New Jiexico 3 PS A
Nev York S S § A* * PS - Inanequate
North Carolina S c 3 A
North Dakota 11 B 1 I
Ohio 3 S 1 A
Oklahoma S B 1
Oreion X, 1 Co etency Optic zs
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota B 3 1 A
Tennessee S 3 5 i Certification Being

Revised
Texas S S 1 A* * PS - Inadequate
'Utah S S 3 I
Vermont S S 1 A* * S - Inadequate
Virginia B B 5 I
Washington B 1 A
West Virginia B 3 1
Wisconsin 2
Wyoming S S 5 - A
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MINIMUM WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING
TEACHERS OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS
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States Coments
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona 1 No
Arkansas 3 No
California 3 No
Colorado 2 No
Connecticut 3 No
Delaware 2 No
District of Columbia 5 j Yes
Florida 3 No
Georgia 2 Yes
Hawaii 3
Idaho 3 Yes
Illinois 1 Yes
Indiana 3 No *Beinknanned
Iowa 3 Yes *2 years in nursing programs
Kansas 2

Kentucky 2 No
Louisiana 2 No
Maine 3 *I pear of teaching experienm
Maryland * *Not applicable
Massachusetts 6 No
Michigan 2 Yes
Minnesota 3 Yes
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(coned)
MINIMUM WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING

TEACHERS OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS PROGRAMS
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Comments
Mississippi 2
Missouri 3 No
Montana 2 No
Nebraska 2 Yes
Nevada 3 No

I_

New Hampshire
New Jersey 3 No
New Mexico 2 Yes X *To gain recent work experienl
New York 1* Yes *Plus one year student teachii
North Carolina 3 No
North Dakota 3 No
Ohio 4 Yes
Oklahoma 2 yes

Oregon 2

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina 3 Yes
South Dakota 3 Yes
Tennessee 2* No *3 years for certified lab

assistant instructors
Texas 2 No
Utah 6 Yes
Vermont 3 No
Vir:inia 2 No
Washington 3 No
West Virginia 2 No
Wisconsin 1 Yes
Wyoming 1 Yes
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mimmum ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS OF
SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY PRACTICAL NURSING PROGRAMS

Legend:
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MINIMUM ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS OF
(cont'd) SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY PRACTICAL NURSING PROGRAMS

Legend:
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MINIMUM ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS OF
SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

PROGRAMS OTHER THAN PRACTICAL NURSING

Legend:
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MINIMUM ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS OF
(coned) SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

PROGRAMS OTHER THAN PRACTICAL NURSING

Legend.
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New Jersey Beal B
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S EMI S
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New York
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PSNorth Dakota B B
Ohio B

I
B

Oklahoma
Ore-on

- Cometenc otions
Pennsylvania
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South Carolina
South Dakota B B
Tennessee B R
Texas B B
Utah B B
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Washington B
West Virginia B B
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EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIAL CERTIFICATION
OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS TEACHERS

Legend:
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Level Hours Years
Alabama S 22 8 661/2

Alaska X 6 5 6
Arizona None None
Arkansas 12
California B 12 2 24
Colorado B 4 1 4
Connecticut
Delaware 60
District of Columbia B 18 2 18
Florida B 3 1 3
Geor:ia PS 13 1 13
Hawaii X 18 5 30
Idaho B 60 2 60
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa B 8 4 8
Kansas PS 12 3 12
Kentucky 8 12 10 24
Louisiana

f

B 3 1 3
Maine
Maryland 1 S 18 1 18
Massachusetts B 2 2 4
Michigan Klqe None
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(coned)
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIAL CERTIFICATION

OF SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS TEACHERS
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Legend:
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Level Hours Years
Minnesota
Mississippi B 24 5 24
Missouri B 20 6 20
Montana B 12 8 32
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
Nev Jersey X 15 1 33
New Mexico PS 8 5 8 S-6 hr. general ed. court
New York S 6 1 12
North Carolina S 12 3 12
North Dakota B 14 5 16
Ohio S 6 2 12

Oklahoma B 8 1 8
Oregon S 32 * 32 *Competency Option
Pennsylvania S X X X.

Rhode Island
South Carolina - X 6 1 6
South Dakota E 3 1 3
Tennessee B 18 5 18
Texas S 14 2 14

Utah S 9 3 9
Vermont
Virginia B 12 5 12

Washin:ton X * * *Cbmsetenc Demonstrated
West Virginia
Wisconsin X 6 2 6
Wyoming_ S 18 3 42

Note: All quarter hours were converted to semester hours in order to
provide a common denomination.
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APPENDIX D

CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
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90
A CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

BY: National Center for Education Statistics

ALLIED HEALTH

17.01 Dental Services

*17.0101 Dental Assisting

17.0102 Dental Hygiene

17.0103 Dental Laboratory Technology

17.0199 Dental Services, Other

17.02 Diagnostic and Treatment Services

17.0201 Cardiopulmonary Technology

17.0202 Dialysis Technology

17.0203 Electrocardiogrsph Technology

17.0204 Electroencephalograph Technology

*17.0205 Emergency Medical Technology - Ambulance

*17.0206 Emergency Medical Technology - Paramedic

17.0207 Medical Radiation Dosimetry

17.0208 Nuclear Medical Technology

17.0209 Radiograph Medical Technology

*17.0210 Respiratory Therapy Technology

17.0211 Surgical Technology

17.0212 Ultrasound Technology

17.0299 Diagnostic and Treatment Services, Other

17.03 Medical Laboratory Technologies

17.0301 Blood Bank Technology

17.0302 Chemistry Technology

17.0303 Clinical Animal Technology

17.0304 Clinical Laboratory Aide

17.0305 Clinical Laboratory Assisting

17.0306 Cytotechnology

17.0307 Hematology Technology

17.0308 Histologic Technology

17.0309 Medical Laboratory Technology

17.0310 Medical Technology

17.0311 Microbiology Technology
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17.0399 Medical Laboratory Technologies, Other

17.04 Mental Health/Human Services

17.0401 Alcohol/Drug Abuse Specialty

*17.0402 Cormrunity Health Work

17.0403 Genetic Counseling

17.0404 Home Health Aide

17.0405 Mental Health/Human Services Assisting

17.0406 Mental Health/Human Services Technology

17.0407 Rehabilitation Counseling

17.0408 Therapeutic Child Care Work

17.0499 Mental Health/Human Services, Other

17.05 MiscPlianeoun Allied Health Services

17.0501 Animai Technology

17.0502 Central Supply Technology

*17.0503 Medical Assisting

17.0504 Medical Illustrating

17.0505 Medical Office Management

17.0506 Medical Records Technology

17.0507 Pharmacy Assisting

17.0508 Physician Assisting-Primary Care

17.0509 Physician Assisting-Specialty

17.0510 Podiatric Assisting

17.0511 Veterinarian Aide

17.0512 Veterinarian Assisting

*17.0513 Ward Clerk

*17.0599 Miscellaneous Allied Health Services, Other

17.06 Nursing-Related Services

17.0601 Geriatric Aide

*17.0602 Nursing Assisting

17.0603 Obstetrical Technology

17.0604 Pediatric Aide

*17.0605 Practical Nursing

17.0606 Ward Service Management

*17.0699 Nursing-Related Services, Other
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17.07 Ophthalmic Services

17.0701 Ophthalmic Dispensing

17.0702 Ophthalmic Laboratory Technology

17.0703 Ophthalmic 'Medical Assisting

17.0704 Optometric Assisting

17.0705 Optometri- Technology

17.0706 Orthopticl

17.0799 Ophthalmic Services, Other

17.08 Rehabilitation Services

17.0801 Art Therapy

17.0802 Corrective Therapy

17.0,103 Dance Therapy

17.0804 Exercise Physiology

17.0805 Manual Arts Therapy

17.0806 Music Therapy

17.0807 Occupational Therapy

*17.6808 Occupational Therapy Assisting

17.0809 Occupational Therapy Aide

17.0810 Orthotic/Prosthetic Assisting

17.0811 Orthotics/Prosthetics

17.0812 Orthopedic Assisting

17.0813 Physica3. Therapy

17.0814 Physical Therapy Aide

17.0815 Physical Therapy Assisting

17.0816 Recreational Therapy

17.0817 Recreational Therapy Technology

*17.0818 2espiratory Therapy.

17.0819 Respiratory Therapy Assisting

17.0820 Speech/Hearing Therapy Aide

17.0821 Speech-Language Pathology/Audiology

17.0899 Rehabilitation Services, Other

* HOE programs in operation in Louisiana
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